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NOTICE».

Ρ KO BATE

Estât.·
til persona Interested In either of the
Hereinafter name<l
In ami
\t a Probate Court, held at Pari*.
of
f r the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
I
In the year of our l.ord-one thousand
.'an
matter
f
The
illowlng
live
n!ne hundred and
navlng Seen presented for the action thereupon
.-•.•-relnafter Indicated. It 1» hereby obdkrku
In
That notice thereof be given to all person»
be
tere-ie.l, by causing a copy of thl» order toΟχ.
In
th··
published three weeks successively
f.rd ivmocrat. a newspaper pubUshe<l at South
at a
l'art*. In said County, tnat they may api>ear
on the
Probate Court to "be held at Parts,
l!XV5. at 9
third Tuesday of February, Α. I».
■f the clock In th-* forenoon, an<l be heart thereon If they see cause.
1
ALDEN CHASE, late of w ood stock, decease· ;
will an'l petition for probate the'eof presented
name·!.
therein
theexecutor
by Abulia M C hase,
PRANK M. COLE, late of Woo<lst <-k. -le·
cease·!; will and petition for probate thereof
as admin.tni! the appointment of Eugene Co e
istrator with the will annexed, presented by
heir.
and
son
Cole,
Eugene
JOHN H. SHAW, late of Fryeburg, deceased;
wl I. c ·llcll :.nd ρ tltlon for probate pre.-eute·!
1'iummer, the executor therein
ν George ti.
named.
CHARLES Β BESSEY, late of Wood-tock,
deceased; will aa<1 petition for probate thereof
a*
an·! the appointment of sorre sultab e person
Τ

presented

λ linlnlstrator with the wl'l annexed
by (.Co. W. Richards beneflclary.

HERBERT W. l OWIE, late of Oxford. deceased; tinal account present*»·) for allowance
re.
an·! petition for order to dl-trlbu'e balance
Fred A. l>emalnlug In his hands presented by
Lauo. admlnl

-trat >r.

de
•v\RAH l> HAWKINS, late of Norway,
cea»ed; second account presence I for allowance
II.
Cummtngs,
Pre·!
and
smith
by Eugene F.
executor*.

s a MCE I. PLUM MER. Nte o' Sweden, debalance
cease·!; petition for order to distribute
John F.
remaining la his banis prerented by
I'lummer, executor.

JOHN I» Wool», wsril,of Andover; account
A. Burgess,
presented for allowance by Olney

guardian.
UKORUE Ε IIOLLXND. minor, of llltam;
estate
;>-t!t!on for licence to sell and convey real
presented by John F. Spring, guardian.
CSC SPACLPINU. 'ateof Buckdeld, .leocis··!, tirst account presente<i for allowance by
Iteuj. Spauldlng. trustee.
Al>lH"»ON E. HE :RIt K,
A true

copy—Atte-t

Judge of said Court.

—

PARK, Register.

ALBERT D.

tney

tee cause :

deceased;

LEWIS BHBKE. la:e of Sumner.
will an 1 petition for probate t lereof presented
by L Κ S pauldlng, benetlclary therein name·!.

ΚΚΓΒΚΝ CM λ D BOURN Κ, Into of Fryebu· g
•lece.i-e I, petition for tie appointment of souie
■ultable i>er-on as administrator presented by
Kugene Chadl>ourne, On.
A

ADDISON K. HKRR1CK, Ju lgeof aal<lCourt.
true copy—Attest
\LRKRT D. PARK. Remisier.

Ν. Y.

POL'GHKEEPSIE,
\ *,-et-> Dec.
Real

SI,

1*04

K-tate

Mortgage

Co.,

Insurance

Dutchess

I oaus................

Stock» ami Komis,....
tash In «MBce an>l Bank,
Agents' Ba ancea
Interest ami Rent»,

· fLSUOM
15,3**) (4*
61H.M7 DO
11».1«>3S
47.H30 7»
2A>2 2S

.......

........

<0
637 44

t» rose A η sets
Deduct Item· not admitted,....
Admitted Aa«ets
(.labilities Dm.

31. 1UU4.

Net Unpaid Losses,
l"uearne<l Premium·,
Allother liabilities,
Cash Capital;
Surplus over ail liabilities
WM.J

#>27,712 Vt>
♦ 51,8β9β
4K.VJI7 iH
2.752 «

2W>,00<>00
110,125 47

surplus.
WIIEKLER A CO

Total liabilities ami

$S.»7 712 !«
Agents,

Soutii l'art», Maine

aoTicE.

The sub«cr1ber hereby gives notice that he
haa
been duly appointed executor of the
last will ami testament of
NINA H. KNIGHT, late of Paris.
In the County of
χford, deceased. All persons having demands against the estate of φ1<1
deceased ans desired to present the same for
settlement. an>l all Indebted thereto are requeate-l to make navment Immédiat*1*
HUDSON KNIGHT.
Jan. 17th. 1»>5.
NOTICE.
he
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
last
has l«en dulv appointe·! executor of the
will an I testament of
HANNAH M til.INKS late of Canton.
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and given
All peraons having
l>un<ls as the law directs
demands against the estate of said decease·!
»<iine for Mttlethe
are
leslre·! to present
to
ment. ami all Indebted thereto are requested
n
Immediate'r
make
-vment
DtiE.
H ES RT Ε. COOLI
Jan. 17:b, 1Λ».
NOTICE.

he
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
hai« been duly appointed executor of the lasl
will and testament of
MtH)l»Y F. W \ I.KKR. late of Denmark.
In the ( ounty of oxford, JlDinnd. ami g»vc«
bonds as the law llrects. All l?**"»·
*r«
demande against the estate of «ilΙ<1«ο«*Μβ·»
an'
desired to present the same tor settlement.
make
pay
all indebted thereto are requested to
ment

Immediately.

Jan 17th. ΙλΛ.

D.

EUGES1

NOTICE.
The subscriber herebv
haa been duly appolntod
will and testa Bent of

H A

WHAT THE FARMER NEEDS.

Farm papers are constantly harping
on the necessity of producing more and
larger crops. Now, as a matter of fact,
farmers, are already producing so much
that we find a glutted market at all seaoften so low
sons of the year and prices
as to give no net profit to the purchaser.
will
not
Intensive farming
remedy
existing evils. The advice so often
from
the
to
farmers
to
away
stay
given
store and plod along day after day is a
fallacy s«> glaring that I wonder that an
intelligent man dares to give such ad-

vice.
What the farmer needs above all things
is a good business education.
When he pays tbe railroad 50 cents to
carry a barrel of apples to market while
his neighbor, a speculator, can get the
same for 17 cents, he should be taught
the methods that enable his speculator
friend to accomplish such a feat.
Wheu he semis good No. 1 apples to
the Liverpool market and gets a return
of 50 cents per barrel while his speculator friend gets §2.25 for products no
better, he should know the reason why.
When l>e sends good marketable prodcommission house and his
uce to the
returns hardly pay freight and commission what is the use of telling him to
produce more or how to produce more?
During the last two or three years the
price of grain has advanced nearly 40
percent; yet the price of butter in New
York was nearly three ceuts per pound
less iu 11Ό4 than in 11HJ3, and that too
when population was increasing faster
than production.
Why don't you explain these matters to the farmer and
tell him the true reason? Why don't you
tell hi iu that the financial policy of the
dominant party in power in this country
is keeping down the price of his product,
at a tune when it should be rising at a
time when population is increasing,
which under the law of supply and demaud should give him more and not
less?
M

TV all persons Interested In either of the estate·
herein ifter naiue< I :
At h I'robate Court he <1 at Pari*. In vacation
in and fur the Count; of Oxftpl. on the i>th day
I·· the year"of our Lord cue thousand
of Jau
nine hundred and Ave. the following matter
Men
presented for the netlou thereupon
having
hereinafter Indicated, It U hereby < <κι>κκ>:ι·
That notice thereof be given to all person* In
toreeted, by causing a copy of tnls order to be
In the Oxpublished three weeks successlvelv
r-rd Democrat, a new»i«a(>er pui>ll-hcd at South
Carl*, In aaM County, that they may appear at a
I'robate Court to 'te he M at far t>, on tiie
thin! Tuesday of Feb A. 1). I'AC, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be dear! thereon If

LIS.

atx

glvei notice that la*
executrix of the

KING COL BATH, late of Portor.
and gtvei
IntheCounty of oxford, deceased,
bonds as the Itw direct·. All persona havlnf
ax
deceased
said
of
estate
the
demand· s gainst
an·
desired to present the same for tettkaent,
sake
to
pay
are
nil Indebted thereto
requested
ment Immediately.
EMMA ■. BICKFORD.
Jan. 17th. 1*5.

In the Jersey cow demonstration at St.
Louis, it is of course well known that
the herds of the entire country were
searched over for the best cows of the
breed—that those accepted were taken
to Jerseyville, near St. Louis, a year in
advance, for acclimation and that they
were placed in the care of the best experts known for this preliminary training. In due time selection of the most
promising from this tested and acclimated herd, together with some others,
The
were put into the demonstration.
trial was for one hundred and twenty
the
show
days. The following figures
milk flow and the Babcock test for butterfat for the entire period:.
Total milk yield of the 25 cows for the
120 days, 124.524.2 lbs.
Average daily milk per cow, 41.5 lbs.
Average daily butterfat per cow, 1.937
lbs.
Average test of butterfat of the herd
for the entire period, 4.7 per cent.
The first ten days of the trial they
averaged 43.8 lbs. milk per day; the last
ten days the average was 37.5 lbs.
The daily average of butterfat figured
for butter gives a small fraction over
two and a quarter pounds butter a day
for the period.
No one can question the accuracy of the
records made in this trial, and no one
will attempt to claim that it is not a
great record and fully sustains the great
dairy value of Jersey cows. The record
of 41.5 lbs. of milk average shows these
The average
cows to be deep milkers.
of butterfat in the milk, however, 4.7
per cent, does not put the milk of these
cows so very far away out of sight of
other good milk, and plaiuly shows that
deep milkers of this breed do not give
phenomenally rich milk. Hereafter the
extremely high percentages of butterfat
sometimes claimed by individual owners
of Jersey cows may be coupled with a
small milk flow or be taken with a considerable measure of doubt.—Maine
Farmer.
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Cows Should be Curried.

commissions and sharp dealing art* robIt is not comiuoD to curry milch cows,
bing him of his just dues, and point out but probably no stable work in more
to him a remedy?
valuable than the currying of milch
Why don't you show him that he is cows, provided the cows are worth it.
50
cent
per
paying a duty ranging from
A good currycomb and brush properly
to 100 per cent on what he eats, drinks used for a few minutes each day will
and wears while lie is forced to sell his add to the comfort of cows, which
products at prices, practically set by means an additional flow of milk befree trade countries?
cause cows to milk well must be made
Every man knows, or ought to know, comfortable. The action of the currythat when we have a surplus which we comb and brush sets up a healthy circuare obliged to send out of the country, lation iu the skin and removes dust and
that the country where that surplus is leaves the way open for the action of
sold, sets the price.
the atmosphere to benefit the animals
What the farmer needs most is a good as nature intended that it should. Wild
trade:
laws
of
the
of
thorough knowledge
cattle running out in the open get the
methods of doing business: benefit of rain storms and the raking of
modern
given
of
statistics
production honestly
brush as they force their way through
and a press that won't throw political the thickets, but cows shut up in the
in his eyes for selfish
or financial dust
stable are living under unnatural conends. Uive him these things and a finan- ditions.
cial policy that won't take from him
Milch cows usually are denied exerthit extra spear of grass which he has cise. It is a disputed point with dairyfor
word
it, men whether cows should have exercise
learned to produce, and my
he will work out his own salvation.
at all or not.
Currying answers the
A Practical Fakmkk.
same purposes to a certain extent beAuburn, Me.
cause it loosens the libres of the muscles
and forces the blood back and forth
where the blood
The New England Farmer is pleased through the small veins
to receive letters like the above from is liable to become stagnant, especially
of some kind
Exercise
animals.
It indicates that tbey are in older
farmers.
for good health in
reading and thinking about the great probably is necessary
animal, but exercise may be given
question of agricultural improvement. any
Up-to-date dairyWe request our friends, however, to in different forms.
of currying
take into consideration the fact that men who make a practice
the ones to get
where so many able men are writing their cows are usually
certain to the greatest amount of dollars and cent*
upon the same subject there ia
not account
be a diversity of opinion, and because per head. The currying may
for all the difference, but it is a factor.
opinions are expressed at variance with
inyour own preconceived ideas, it is no
dication of insincerity or incapacity on
Proportion of Humus to Soil.
the part of the writer. All questions
bulletin of the Delaware station
A
should be treated with absolute fairness
amount of humus indifferand liberality uf mind. Good will re- says: The
varies greatly, far more than
sult only to tbose who are willing to ent soils
other constituent. In many cases it
learn, to accept and to apply the truth. any
of one percent and in others
If our correspondent who writes above is a fraction
of the soil by weight,
the signature, "A Practical Farmer," more than half
These
will read carefully our late issues be even as much as three-quarter*.
black
the so-called
will observe that The Sew England very rich soils,
of course exceptions, due to
Farmer is doing just what be demands earths, are
accumulated through
that it should do, regarding the now dead vegetation
It is questionable whether
of
years.
many
transportation,
question
paramount
mounds of such decaying vegeta
repeatedly urging its readers to ask mere
to be called soils.
their representatives in congress to sup- tion are properly
this and The famous "black earths" of Russia
port bills which will remedy
cent of
average much less than ten per
other public evils.
humus. The prairie soils of the West
Excellent agrirun over flvc per cent.
Winter Dairying in Maine.
cultural soil· contain less than 2 per
Dairying is our specialty. We want cent. More than 15 per cent is considerour cows to come in from August to ed detrimental as affecting the waterOctober. We feed tbem well with corn holding power of the soil unfavorably,
waste and green clover until the frost and probably in most cases even much
kills the grass, then put them in the less than this will be harmful rather
barn ind keep them there, never letting than beneficial. Moat of our common
them out to ea< frozen grass. They farm land in the east has lees than two
should not be allowed to .«brink in milk per cent. Only in exceptional cases,
If they do,
between grass and hay.
such as market gardens, truck patches
feed them extra until you bring tbem and the like, is this amount exceeded.
then you can
up again to a full flow,
slack away somewhat, and they will
Smother out the Sorrel.
continue to give their full flow until
tc
will
speaking where sorrel
Generally
begin
about April. Then they
is deficient in lime, but
fall off some, but will continue to give s grows the land
not always hold good. Sorrel
good quantity through the mouth ol this does
be said to be
June, if tbey are properly carried fron grounds, however, may
always deficient In humus.
hay to grass. I think the beet method,
The beat remedy for sorrel is to get
if tha pasture is not soft, is to let then
filled with vegetable
out a little while each warm day as soot the ground so
I matter that other crops will grow and
as the grass begins to start, and feet
out the sorrel. It is a
them from the barn as they seem to de this will smother
infested with
sire, decreasing as their pasture feed in mistake to lime ground
Let them go dry through th< > sorrel unless it contains sufficient
creases.
Farm
hot weather and fly time, when we an » humus to grow a crop.—Turf,
■

very

busy harvesting.—R. W. Ellis.

Τ be use of oxen is becoming fashion
able in Eastern Franklin County, Mass.
some
working in harness, says th<
Greenfield Gazette.

and Home.
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The poorest fenoe in all this world ii
the old-fashioned brush fence. Beally It
Is not a fenoe at all. It is merely a de
vioe for tsanhlng oowa to be unruly.

By FREDERIC S. ISHAM,
Author of "The Strollers'*

1MB. by the BOWEN-MERRILL COMPANY

Copyright,

[co.m.tu*u.]

The king. fearing tor the safety of
his guest ami the possible postpouemeut of the marriage should any Indissuade
jury befall him, had sought to
him from his purpose, but the other
bad laughed boisterously at tbe monarch's fears aud sworn be would break
a lance for bis ladylove that day.
Francis, too gallant a knight himself
to interpose further objection to au an·
nouncement so In keeping with the traditions of the lists, thereupon had ordered the best charger in his stables tc
be placed at the disposal of the prinhis
cess' betrothed and again nodded
approbation upon the appearance of
the duke iu the ring. But at least one
was
person iu that vast assemblage
far from sharing the monarch's commood.
If the mind of the duke's fool had
heretofore been filled with bitterness
honors to a
upon witnessing festal
what
mere presumptuous free baron,
now were his emotions at the reception
accorded him? From king to churl was
noble; he a swaggerer, ill
he a

plaisant

gallant

born, a terrorist of mountain pusses.
Even as the irony of the demonstration swept over the jester from above
fell a flower white as the box from
whence it was wafted. Downward it
fluttered, a meeseuger of amity, like a
dove to his gauntlet. And with tbe faof the
vor went a smile from the lady
But while Bon Vouloir stood
lists.
there, the symbol In his baud and the
applause riuging in his ears, into the
tenor of his thoughts, the consciousuees
of partly gratified ambition, there crept
an insinuating warning of danger.
"My lord," said the trooper with the
red mustache, riding by the side of his
master, "the fool is

mischief."

plottiug

further

asked the free
baron, frowning, as he turned toward
his side of the field.
"lio slowly, my lord, and I will tell
you. I saw the fool and another Jester
with their heads together," continued
"What mean

you?"

the trooper lu a low tone. "They were
standing in front of the jesters' tent.
You bade me watch him. So I entered
their pavilion at the back. Making
for
pretext to be looking for a gusset

joint, I made my way near
the entrance. There, bending over barbet pieces, I overheard fragments oî
their conversation. It even bore on

an armor

your designs."

"A conversation on my designs! He
has then dared"—
"All, my lord. A scheming knave
After I had heard enough, I gathered
up a skirt of tassets"—
"What did you hear?" said the othei

impatiently.

"A plan by which he hoped to let tht
emperor know"—
A loud flourish of trumpets neai
them interrupted the free baron's in
had
former, aud when the clarion tones
ceased it was the master who spoke
"There's time but for a word now
Mean
Come to my tent afterward.
while." he went on hurriedly, "direct
lance at the fool"—
"But, my lord." expostulated tbe mai
quickly, "the jesters only are to oppos»
a

another."
"It will pass for an accident. Frunch
likes him not. and will clear you ol
unknightly conduct. If- lie finishes
with a boldly significant look, whicl
was not lost upon bis man.
"Even if the leaden disk should fal
from my lance and leave the poinl

one

bare?" said the trooper hoarsely.
"Even that!"

responded

the free bar

hastily.
"Laissez-aller!" cried the marshals
giving the signal to begin.
Above. In her white box. the princess
With bated breath an<"
turned pale.
parted lips she watchorl tin· line

ou

and. like two greai
waves meeting, collide with a crash
The dust that arose seemed an »'.!l en
shrouding mist. Beneath it the figure!
sweep

forward

does lie not turn aside?"
thought the 111 iiid. "He might yet do
It A fool and a knight, forsooth!"
Hut the fool pricked his horse deeply. It sprang to the struggle madly.
Crash, like a thunderbolt, steed and
Then
rider leaped upon the trooper.
it was Jacqueline had murmured,
"They have killed him!" not doubting
for a moment that he had sped to de-

"Why

struction.
A second swift glance, and through
the veil, less obscure, she saw the
jester riding, unharmed, his lance unHad he escaped after all?
broken.
And the trooper? He lay among the
trampling horses' feet. She saw him
How had it all come about?
now.
Her mind was bewildered, but in spite
of the princess' assertion to the contrary lier sight seemed unusually clear.
"Good lance, fool!" cried a voice from
the king's box.
"The jester rides well," said another.
"The knight's lance even passed over
his head, while the fool's struck fairly
with terrific force."
"But why did he select the jester as
an
adversary?" continued the first

speaker.

"Mistakes will happen in the confusion of a melee, and he has paid for
And
his error," was the answer.
Jacqueline knew that none would be
held accountable for the treacherous
assault.
Now the fool had dismounted, and
she observed that he was bending over
another jester who had been unhorsed.
"Why," she murmured to herself In
surprise. "Caillette! As good a soldier
Who among the jesters
as a fool.
could have unseated him?"
But her wonderment would have in
créa Red could she have overheard the
conversation between the duke's fool
and Caillette as the former lifted the
other from the sands and assisted him
to walk or rather limp to the

pavilion.

Jesters'

"Hid I not tell you to beware of the
false duke?" muttered Caillette, not
omitting a parenthesis of deceptive
groans.

"Ah. if It had only been he instead!·'
began the fool.
"Why." Interrupted the seemingly injured man, "think you to stand up
against the boar of Hochfels?"
"I would I might try!" said the oth

quickly.

on

Adieu, mon ami!"
And Caillette turned as one In grievous physical pain to an attendant, bid
ding him speedily remove the armor

while the duke's fool, more deeply
stirred than he cared to show, moved
again to the '.ists.
UHAITEK ΛΙΙ1.
01 D rang encomium und blessing on tho king us the people
that night crowded in the rear
courtyard around the great tabic.! set in tliu open air uud groaning
beneath viands nutritious and succulent. What swain or yokel had uot a
meed of praise for the monarch wlicu
he beheld tiiis burden of good cheer
and at the end of each bjard. elevated

little and garlanded with roses, u rotund and portly cask of wine, with η
spigot projecting hospitably tablewardV
Within the king's pavilion the spectacle alluded to regretfully by the girl
and indifferently by the man was at
that moment being enacted. Upon a
throne of honor the lady of the tournament. attended by two maids, looked

a

had divined the hidden danger the free
baron would uow have been master of
the plaisant'» designs. Above in the
the trooper with the red mus-

palace

thunderbolt, etced and rider
leaped upon the trooper.

vague, unucLutu, iti u maze
of uncertainty.
"Oh," exclaimed Louise, striving to
penetrate the cloud, "he Is victorious!"
"They have killed him!" said Jacqueline, at the same time staring toward
another part of the Held.
What"— began the
"Killed him?
princess, now rosy with excitement.
"No; he has won," added the maid in
the next breath as a portion of the ob-

appeared,

Bcurlug mantle was swept aside.
"Of course! Where are your eyes?"
rejoined her mistress triumphantly.
"The duke is one of the

greatest knights."

taches lay on his couch unconscious.
For how long? The court physician
could not suy. The soldier might remain insensible for hours. Thus had
the Jester served himself with that
stroke better than he knew, and he of
Hoclifels bit bis Up and fumed luwardly, but to no purpose: not that he believed the peril to be great, but the
fact he could not grasp It goaded him,
and he cursed the trooper for a dolt
and a poltroon that a mere fool should
have vanquished him. And so he had
left him, with a last look of disgust at
the silent lips that could not do bis
bidding, and had proceeded to the royal
pavilion, where the final act of the
day's drama, more momentous than
the king or other spectators realized,
was to he performed, an act In which
he would have appeared with much

complacency but that his chagrin preyemperor's ed somewhat on his vanity.
But his splendid self control and au-

revealed to the courtly as"lu this case, madam, it is but natu- dacity
no trace of what was passsemblage
than
be
better
my
should
.•al your sight
He walked by the
In his mind.
ing
the
returned
own." half mockingly
side as one not unaccustomed
king's
maid.
to such exalted compauy nor overAnd In truth the princess was right,
whelmed by sudden honors. His courfor the king's guest, through overwas superb, his demeanor that of
whelming strength and greater mo- age
one born to command; In him seemed
mentum, had lightly plucked from Jita
a. type of brute streugth
•eat a stalwart adversary. Others of exemplified
and force denoting a leader—whether
his following fulled not In the '"atan army or a band of swashbuctaint," and hofaes and troopers floun- of
As the monarch and the free
klers.
dered In the sand.
baron drew near, the princess slowly,
As the lines swept together. Wit'
···
gracefully arose, while now grouped
the dfst rixlnir before. Jacqueline
ceived that the duke's trooper bad around the throne stood the heralds
awerved from hie course and was bear- and pursuivants of the lists. In her
hand Louise held the gift, covered with
ing dowu upon the duke's fool.
"Oh," she whispered to herself, "the a silver veil, an end of which was carmaster now

retaliates

on

the

jester,"

aud held her breath.
Had he. tJO. observed these suddei.
perfidious tactics? Apparently. Yel
he seemed not to shun the Issue.

ried by each of the maids.
"Fair ludy of the tournament," said
the kiug, this gallant knight is Bon
Vouloir, whom you have even heard
proclaimed the victor of the day."

I

harps.
The rust Hug of a gown admonished
him he was not alone, ard, looking
around amid the crimson flowers, to
his startled Raze appeared the faee of
her of whom he was thinking; above
tbe broad, white brow shone the radious

of hair, a gold that was almost
bronze in that dim light; through the
green tangle of shrubbery, a silver slipance

per.

"Ah. it is you, fool!" she said lanthe
guidly. It may be he contrasted

indifference of her tones now with the
unconscious softness of her voice when
she had addressed him on another occasion—in another garden—for his face
flushed and he would have turned
abruptly when—
"Oh, you may remain," she added
"The duke has but left
carelessly.
lie received a message that the
me.
man hurt in the lists was most auxlous

was

to see him."
Into the whirl of his reflections her
words insinuated themselves. Why had
the free baron 'gone to the trooper?
What made his presence so Imperative
at the bedside of the soldier that he

"There, I've danced Enough!" said a
panting voice, and Jacqueline, breathless, paused before the duke's fool,
who stood a motionless spectator of the
revelry. In his rich costume of blue
and white the figure of the foreign
jester presented a fair and striking
appearance, but his face, proud and
composed, was wanting in that spirit

the festivities?
than mere anxiety for the
Surely
man's welfare. The Jester looked at
the princess for the answer to these
questions, but ber face was cold, smilIn the basin of
ing, unresponsive.
the fountain tiny fish played and darted. and as his eyes' turned from her
to them they appeared as swift and illusive as his own surging fanc ies.
"The—duke, madam, is most solicitous about his meu," he said lu a voice
which sounded straugely calm.
"A good leader has always In mind
had

"Not one," she answered.
"Is that a dismissal?"

he

asked

lightly.

'Tis for you to determine," retorted
the maid.
"Modesty forbids I should interpret
it to my desires." he returned, laughing, as he disappeared.
Tall, seeming straighter than usual,
upon each cheek a festal rose, she stood
before the duke's plaisant, inscrutable,
as was bet fashion, the eearf about her
shoulders just stirring from the effect'!
of the dance and her lips parted to lie.·
"

baud to his lips.
"Mere de I Men!" cried the monarch,
passing his arm In a friendly manner
over the free baron's shoulder and ad·
"You will find KoU
I 'l'Use.
1;
ι·; ... Γί;» .vahl worthy of your high
:

,:t.

>

isiu."

W..:. -it. they were soon whispering
"I l.e attendant, who was the Count
('•.wi., breathed what he knew to
c
I Mike of Montmorency, who told
:i I'-ollays. who related the story to
jj

:

>

J» r

Leaning her head on
appeared to forget his
tionless save for a foot
aud fro, betraying her

her hand, slit

presence,

mo-

that waved to
restless mood
The sound of her dress, the swaying of
the foot, held his attention, in that lit
tie bower the air was almost stilling
laden with the perfume of many flowers. Even the song of the bir !s grew
fainter. Only the tiny fountain, more
assertive than ever, became lou.ler and
louder. The princess breathed deeply,
half arose. A vine caught in her hair.
She stooped to disentangle it, then held

An angry retort
lier eyes kindled.
seemed about to spring from her lips.
It was with difficulty she controlled
herself to answer calmly a moment
later.
"You mean it can serve you nothing?
Perhaps you are right. Today you were
lucky. Tomorrow you may be—what?
Today you defended yourself well, and
It was a good lance you bore. Had it
been any other Jester the king would
have praised him. Because it was you
no word has been spoken. If anything,
him. Several
your success has annoyed
of the court spoke of It. lie answered
not. "Tie the signal to ignore it and-

"How close it Is in here!" she murmured, arranging the tress tlie plant
had dlsturheil. "Go to tlie door, fool,
and see if yuu can lii:d your master."

Involuntarily he had stepped toward

her. as though to assist lier, hut

now

stopped. His face changed, lie even
laughed. That last word from lier lips
seemed to break the spell of self con-

trol that held him.
"My master!" he said in a hard,
acolling tone. "Whom mean you—the
man who left you to go to the soldier?
That blusterer my master! That swag-

gering trooper!"

you!"

"Then are you courageous to brave
with
public opinion and hold converse
me?" he replied, with a smile.
"Public opinion!" she exclaimed, with
flashing eyes. "What would they say
Who is she? What is
of a

Her inertness vanished. The sudden
an^er and wonderment in her eyes
met the passion in his.
she be"How dare you—dare you"

gan.
"He is neither my master nor the
duke, but a mere freebooter, a mountain terrorist."
Pride and contempt replaced her surprise. but indignation still remained.
His audacity In coining to her with
this falsehood, his hardihood in maintaining it, admitted of but one explanation.
By her complaisance In the
past she had fanned the embers of a

jestress?

she?"
She ended
ν
showing her

abruptly, bit her lips,
gleaming white teeth.
Then some emotion more profound
face. She
swept over her expressive
at him silently, and when she
gentle.

believe." she continued
"I
thoughtfully, "that the duke told his
infamous.
trooper to do that. 'Tis too
The man must have acted on his own
responsibility. The duke could not,
would not, countenance such baseness."
"You have a good opinion of him,
mistress," he said in a tone that
cannot

passion which now burst beyond control. She realized how more than fail
she looked that evening. Had she not
heard it from many? Had not the eyes
of the king's guest told her? And she

her.
"Who has not?" she retorted sharply.
"He is as brave as he is distinguished.
Farewell! If you served him better
and yourself less you"—
"Would serve myself better in the

the solution crossed her
vealing the plaisant, a desperate and
despicable as well as lowly wooer, her
face relaxed. In the desire to test her
As

he
Interrupted satirically.
end?"
woman
"Thanks, good Jacqueline. A
makes an excellent counselor."
Disdainfully she smiled. Her face
Her figure looked never
grew cold.
.more erect and Inflexible,
am I
"Why," she remarked, "here
music
wasting time talking when the
and every one is dancing.
is

she laughed quietly, muCruelly kind smiled the prin-

conclusion

sically.
cess.

"You are mad," she breathed softly
because
because
mad
are
"You
—

—

you"—

lier gaze, η flash of memory Into a
and
past, where glamour and romance
the heart history of the rose made up
life's desideratum, wherein existence
and
was but an allegory of love's quest
she
the goal Its consummation. Had
of the
not bent sedulously over the rose
poet? Had not her breath come quickfeel It yet,
ly, eagerly? Could he not
sweet and warm on his cheek.' Into
the past, having gone so far, he stepto grasp
ped now boldly, as though
and seize
again those illusive colore
He
anew the Intangible substauce.
seem
was but young, when shadows
stuff
solid, when dreams are corporeal
real·
and fantasies, rocklike strata of

I see a courtier approaching
Even
And
who has thrice importuned me."
aa
the jestress vanished In the throng
abruptly as she had appeared.
Thoughtfully the duke's fool looked,
far end of
not after her, but toward a
had seen
last
he
where
the pavilion
the princess and her betrothed.
hie
"Caillette should now be well on
"No one has
way." he told himself.
if they do notice
yet missed him, or
hia
bis absence they will attribute it to
now

Injuries."

Around him, carmine, blood warm
redo·
flowers exhaled a commiugllng

Hood's

ity.

distinction of being the great*est curative and preventive '
meticme the world hat evei
I
known. It is an aB-romri
medicine, producing its un-

Sarsaparffia enjoys the

1

by purity-

blood on which Um !1
health and strength of ever)
organ, bone ana trhtrtt de·
pend. Accent no substi·
Lute for Hood's, bat in·
tbt on having Hood's
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he
So lie knelt before her. "Yes,"
said, "I love you."
And he thus remained, pale. Inert,
all resentment or Jeaiousy succeeded
clilvalby a stronger emotion, a feeling
rlc that bent Itself to a glad thraldom,
to save
the desire but to serve her.
raised
her. His heart beat faster. Ile

his head proudly.
"Listen, princess," he began. "Though
I meant It not, I fear I have greatly
wronged you. I have much to aek your
much to tell you. It la I—

pardon for,
r'-

The words died on his Hps. From the
princess' face all softness had suddenly vanished. Her gaze passed him, cold,
haughty. Acroea the lllmory positiveness

of his world, Immaterial,

psycho-

logical, ghostly, an Intermediate orb, a
tangible shadow, was thrown. Behind

him stood the free baron and the king.
Quickly the fool sprang to his feet.

sorrow and melancholy.
"Has he ItPen conscious againV" asked the caller.
"He lias e'en lain as you see l:iiu." replied the wearer of the black robe.
"Ilis days are numbered." quoth the
free baron to himself, sturing forward.
But as lie spoke he imagined he saw
the red miistachios move, while one eye
certainly glared with intelligent hatred
upon the doctor and turned with anxlie
ions solicitude upon his master
c.llatter immediately Lneit by li e

living

side and laid ills hand upon tin- aire ,dy
cold one of the sold er.
"Speak!" he said.
It was the cjinmand of an officer

trooper, an authoritative bidding,
and seemed to sum mon a last rallying
i:.e
energy from the failing he..:·
man's gaze showed (liai la· undc.slood.
From the free baron s eye i!:..-i. d a
glam-e of savage power and force.
to a

"Speak!" lie repeated cruelly, imperatively.
The mustachios quivered: tin |e der

Soberly the kind's «nest walked
down the echoing stairway out int the
[·,
open air of the court. The t-:i··.··'f
Spain? !t seemed not ·ιιΓ
inthe emperor had gone to Spain a
eenger, riding posthaste, could reuh
Charles In time to enable that monarch to interpose in the n·.:; t'-.s .-.:nl
override the contideiiee the free liai on
had established for himself i*i te. i<irt
An impediment οίϊ< <h!
Of l-'ran;is
Charles would be equivalent to Tie
by

aband (iinient of t lie entire marital en-

terprise.
Pausing before η massive are- t>d
doorway that led into a win·» of »!ie

The word* died

υιι

knew the
castle where t'e fun» b:i"
jesters and «-ι—··ιι of ι·.·· trc-'t'eû· ·η
of tin· chamber lodp-d, tin· master of
Hochfels in answer to hi* Inouhies
from a servant, o n. .. i.i.it t'ailic.te

hi* It μ».

I»inne de I'oitiers. who embellished it
for Villot, who curried it to Jacque-

line.

"Trlboulet has his wish," said the

poet-fool half regretfully. "There i>
one Jester the less."
"Whore have they taken him?" asked

tlie girl steadily.
"Where but to the keep!"
"That dungeon of the old castle?"
"Well." he returned significantly, "a
f'»ol and his Jests, alas, are soon part
Let us make merry, therefore,
ed!
while we may. For what would you".
Come, mistress—the dance"—
"No. no, no:" she exclaimed, so pas
sionately be gazed at her in surprise.

κ

X

CIIAITËH XIV.
mood of contending thought

u

the free baron left his apart
monts the next morning an<
traversed the tapestry lum^
leading toward the servants

corridot
and soldiers' quarters.
Following the exposure of the jest
er's weakness, his passion for his mis
tress. Francis, as Villot told Jacque
line, had immediately ordered the foo
Into strictest confinement, the dotij »n
of the ancient structure. In that dark
ened cell he bad rested overnight, am
there he would no doubt remain In
definitely. The kings guest had not
been greatly concerned with the jest
love for the princess, be
er's

quixotic

ing little disposed to jealousy.

otfset his satisfaction that the
Kut
in
jester lay under restraint lie took
bad part the trooper's continued In
to

■:r*
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It would be useless ty attempt pursuit,
the jester was a gallant horsemen,
trained to the hunt. Such a man would
be indefatigable in the saddle, and the
other realized that, strive as he might,
he could never overcome the handicap.
Then of what avail was one fool In
with a second on the
the
as

dungeon,

road? Should he abandon his quest,
be driven from his purpose by a nest
of motley meddlers? The Idea never
would
seriously entered his mind. lie
it out doggedly upou the Held of

tight

But how?

deception.

[TO

BK

OOH'llNUUwJ

A Siriv llriiiitl.

A prominent missionary bishop of the
Episcopal church. according to the
Washington Star, was in the ha hit of
among the Eskimos who

introducing

many things
interest them in order that
he might gala their attention to his
preaching. It happen· d, however, that
in spite of the various ingenious inventions which lie placed before them
these son*: of the arctic regions continued t<> Ik? impressed by the white ιιι.ιii'm

spécial charges

his

wen·

to ami!

or

e

Druggist»

and

vegetables.

day the bishop above refened
decided to spring a genuine surprise
One

■

to
on

the natives. He had with him on this
in
a talking machine, with records
his
the Eskimo tongue, lie gvtNvvd
littie
charges all around him in t!.c
meeting house and started the machine
a-going. Everylwdy was certainly puzthe
zled. At last a smile broke in u; on
fa«-e of one.
"Canned white man." he said iu giee.

trip

Ill* Kit I lit

ί ιι·1:··!.ι·ί,

One day the chodj.i pruned aloud that
God would send him a th.iUM.ind piasters. "A full thousand! I cov.M not
take lest»!" said lie In concluding his
who had heard
prayer. A rich man
the
praying thought he would

chodja
try iiis consistency and next day placed
piasters iu his
a bag containing
found the bag and
way. The chodja
counted the money, but as he wag
turning to carry it home the tempter
Bteppcd from behind a wall an«l cried:
"Yesterday In your prayer you said

than a thouyou could not take less
sand plasters, and I wished to show
Leave that
you your inconsistency.
said the
money. It is mine!" "Oh, no,"
chodja. "This money Uod sent tue in
shall take
answer to my prayer, and I
it home, trusting that he who sent me
ΟΟϋ piasters will some time surely «end
There
me the one outstanding piaster.
is no Inconsistency, but plenty of failli
And he walked away well
in me!"
Oood
the bag.

satisfied.
Words.

wholesome to them.

y

mind that the duke's plaisant had s,>nt
a comrade in motley to the emperor,
mid as lie would not have inspired a
Charles with >ut
mere fool's errand
question was in Spain, several days
nearer to tf.e court of the French monarch than the princess' Itetroti.ed had
presumed. Caillette had now bceu
four and twenty hours on his Jouri.ey.

drink
willing to eat the blubber and
the oil of the Eskimos, the white man
always came with many can* of meat

great account
that is why

fat.

?
... .·.
ut :
had not lieen in
J r;d Ion
day iM'fore; ti. t la·
from the tournament ustetisi'.ily to return to Iiis rooms, but uoLliiiii; had
been heard of him since.
No further doubt remained in his

tii-

canned food more than by anything
else lie brought with him. Being tin-

Babies

He started, studying her eagerly. Ili- not
fancied he read relenting softness in

playing

"How is your patient, doctor?" said
the visitor shortly.
"Low," returned the other laconically. This person wore a black gown,
a pair of huge broad rimmed glassen
resting on the bridge of a thin, long
uose. and in his clawlike fingers lie
belli a vial, the contents of which he
stirred slowly. His aspect was thai of

—

believed that this lie must have sprung
Fat is of
to the Jester's lips while he was regarding her.
a baby ;
to
mind, re

gentle
exasperated

son to whom tbe foul bad betrayed
blm.
With α Ann step the king's guest entered the chamber of the injured soldier. Upon η narrow bed lay the trooper, his mustachlos appearing; unusually
red and tierce against his now yellow,
washed out complexion. As tbe free
baron drew near tbe comji a tall figure
arose from the side of the l>ed.

gouel"

but. looking down, answerel coldly,
"The duke, madam, likes uot to have
his poor deeds exploited."
"Poor deeds!" she returned and
seemed about to reply more sharply
when something lu his face held her
silent.

eens.bi.Uy which deprived loi. of tin
\.'I en !··=
much nettled information.
Iiail repaired to tin· bedside of the soldier the night before be had oniy his
hud
trip fur his pains, as the man
.shortagain sunk into unconsciousness
ly l>efore his coming. Thus the fret*
barou was still in ignorance of ti e per-

bent his head low, so low iiis face alΛ v.>><■«»—
most touched the soldier's.
was it a voice, so faint it sounded V~
breathed a few words:
Caillette
"The emperor
Spain

when he saved the life of the emperor.'
The jester made no move to obey,

trooper talking together. When they
the latter, unobserved, as
he thought, struck the point of his
disk
weapon against his stirrup. The
'.Ί1 to the ground."
"Your glance is sharp, Jacqueline,"
"Thank you for
he retorted slowly.
the information."

L

In his eyes gave way to an expression
of such unbridled feeling that involuntarily the king stepped back, and the
free baron drew his sword. But neither
had the monarch need for apprehension nor the princess* betrothed use
for his weapon. Some emotion deeper
than anger replaced the savage turmoil of the jester's thoughts as with a
last fixed look at the princess lie me
chanlcally suffered himself to be led
away. Louise's gaze perforce fallowed
him, and when the canvas Ml and he
had disappeared she passed a hand
across her brow.
"Are you satisfied, my I >rd?" said
the king to the free baron.
"The knave has received Ids Just deserts, sire." replied the other and. stepping to the princess' side raised her

she remember?
She could not but perceive his emotion. the tribute of a glauce beyond
control, despite the proud immobility
of his features.
"Sit here, fool," she said, not unkindly, "and you may tell me more about
the duke. Ills exploits—of that battle

U

effects

summoned an attendant. Not until the
hands of two soldiers fell upon him
did the fool betray any emoti >n. Then
his face changed, and the stunned look

Her hand played among the bios
Over the flowers she looked at
him. 11er features aud arms were of
the •culptnred roundness of marble,
but ilu' rejection of the roses bathed
her in the warm hue of life. As he met
her gaze the illumined pages of a book
seemed turning before his eyes. Did

and the point left bare."

equalled

him
satirically,
monarch surveyed
darkly, then, turning, with a gesture,

soms.

"

was more

broke the silence.
"Are all the fools In your country eo
presumptuous, my lord?" she said.
The king's countenance lightened.
He turned bis accusing glance upon
the fool. As In a dream stood the latter. The words he would have uttere.l
remained unspoken. But briefly the
cess

briefly.

"You mean it wns directed by intention?" he asked indifferently.
"I
"Not only that." she answered.
mean that the disk had been removed

looked
spoke her voice

"Princess!" exclaimed tûe hoarse
voice of the master of Hocbfels.
"My lord?"
For a moment neither spoke, aud
then the clear, cold voice of the prin-

the welfare of his soldiers," she replied

hurried breaching.
"How did you like the ceremony?"
"And did you
she asked quietly.
know," she went on, without noticing
the dark look in his eyes or awaiting
his response, "the lance turned upon
you today was not a 'weapon of cour-

tesy ?'

abruptly abandoned
more

which animated the features of his fellows in motley.
"One more turn, fair Jacqueline?"
suggested M a rot. her partner in the
dance.

separated,

but gc
the physician,
without bolus, simples 01
pills, a very Mercury for speed. Dan
maid
ger will I eschew, and a pretty
shall hold me no longer than It takes
to give her a kiss in passing. Here,
leave me at the tent. Turn back to the
Trust nc
field or they will suspect.
one, and—you'll mind it not in a friend
one who would serve you to the endforget the princess! Serve her. savt
her. as you will, but remember, women
of the moment
are but creatures
for

crisply

to

straight

lips

a

one

uear

tiutes,

the kins and the court, who
never wearied of the diverting vagaries
of the dance. Now. studying that pantomimic group of merrymakers. In the
rhythmical expression of action and
movement could almost be read the Influence and relative positions of the
fair revelers.
all

pUl'tutUl* SLlllt'.
Λ lo tk of impatience crossed lier fuce,
but sl.e gaxnl at liiui intently, and her
eyes hold his from the tioor, where they
would have strayed.
"Are you stupid, or do you but pro"Before
fess to be?" she demanded.
the tilt I noticed the duke and his

palace

lence;

"I·» it yor:· pleasure to open the festivities. sire?" murmured the favorite,
an ! without further words Francis
acqule-î» ed. proffering his arm to his

companion.
Masque, costume ball, ballet, it

fountain]

him α toy-like
whispered very softly aud coufldeutially. Through the foliage tbe flgures
moved aud moved; ou the air the music
fell aud rose, thiu In orchestratlon, yet
brightly penetrating. in sparkling detail. Buoyant were tbe violins, sporall alive the gltterns.
tive the
blithesome the tripping arpeggioe that
fell from tbe strings of tbe Joy-

"Approach, Bon Vouloir!" commanded the queen of love.
The maids uncovered the gift, tlie
customary chaplet of beaten gold. and
as the free baron bowed his bead the
princess with a firm hand fullllled the
functions of lier office.
Rising, Bon
Vouloir, amid the exclamations of the
court, claimed the privilege that went
with the bauble. Λ moment he looked
at the princess: she seemed to bend
bene:111 hi·, regard: then, leaning forward. deliberately rather than ardently lie touched lier cheek with his lips.
Those wh > watched the queen of love
closely obso:··. e:l lier face become paler
and her for.· iremble. but in a moment
she \v::s again mistress of herself, her
feature.* pioudcr and colder than before.

"Your success with the trooper has
turned your head," laughed Caillette
softly. "One last word. Look to your
Mine inself, and fear not for me.
juries. which I surmise are Internal,
me
as they are not visible, will excuse
for the day. Nor shall I tarry at the

er

down ou a brilliant assemblage, through
which now approached the king and
The latter
the princess' betrothed.
seemed sjmewhnt thoughtful. His eye
had but encountered that of the duke's
fool, whose gaze expressed a disdainful conHdeuce the other fain would
have fathomed. Hut fur that unfortunate meeting in the lists which had
of the only person who
scaled the

Like
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tnachluery, steam en
PAT AS WELL A8 OTHER STOCK.
'· toufa tarer of general
and
tool»,
machiner*
work. Ί*»Ι
.·■ ,, mil.
lien and drills made and Correspond· nee on practical agricultural tnplc*
tap»,
«Λ·»»,
le solicited
>,
AddreM all communication* Inwl ng. mowing .in·! threshing ma·
One can hardly take up an agricultended (or tills <l«partment to Hksrt D.
r- paired.
presees, guns, plapump-of Alt kinds,
H\w*i>ni>, Agricultural Ktlltor Oxford Dem- tural paper nowadays without seeing
and ρ rompt] y rencatlv
etc.,
«ulves. traps.
Me.
ocrat,
1'arU.
to
order.
done
some one advocating the keeping of
Steam and water piping
|.
more sheep on the
(arm, and at the
same time statistics show that they are
Letters from Practical Farmers.
LHKRT D. PARK,
growing less and less. I can remember
when the New England hills were all
Licensed Auctioneer,
Τ Η Κ IK
VIEWS OX THE Ν Κ Κ OS OF NEW
MAINE.
covered with sheep, but where have
SOUTH ΡΑΚΙ».
KNOLANU AGRICULTURE.
they gone and what is the trouble?
1" rίΏό Mo'ierate.
Some say that the keeping of dogs has
them away. Others say that it
driven
t'AUKKK,
(New England Earm-r)
I ilSBBK Λ
too much to fence against them.
1) Utorneye an! Counsellor· M Law,
When a boy we read with pleasure costs
one thing and some another.
MAINS.
The New England Farmer. Âa years Some say
Kl'MFORL» FALLS,
Did we not keep dogs years ago, and
went
the
had
on—well,
paper
I'epartmeut.
changed did we not have to fence them in?
\ >;oi'U! Collection
Ralph T. Parktt or we had. Now it brings out the
Now, the whole secret is this: They
George D. Blebee,
politician to give points to its farmer do not
pay as well as the dairy or other
readers. If Col. Albert Clarke is right
L. BUCK.
kinds of stock. Put wool on a paying
ia bis article appearing in Tbe Farmer
basis and you will find men tumbling
Surgeon Dentier,
uf Jan. 14th, tbeir success depends upon
another to buy sheep, and
over one
MAINE,
"suitable duties," and
that "manuMit ΓΗ PA RIS,
these New England hills,will again be
must
be
factures
fostered."
Allow
warrantai.
covered with sheep. Τ never knew when
my be»t «ors
me to quote further:
that there were not men
The place for the farmer is on the anything paid
to go into it.
κ II Ρ JONES.
They point out a
farm, and occasionally at gatherings enough
man now and then who is making a
where new thoughts are to be obtained.
Dentist,
success of keeping sheep, but that is no
(This will, of course^ include the politi- reason
M\INE.
why we all can. There are men
cal rally of his party*.) And (this i· very
NORWAY,
who make a success keeping
hens;
that he should be contented
important)
to 12—1 to 4.
Huure—I'
others keeping horses; others raising
Olioe
with his place iu the country; use his
but
etc..
others
raising skunks,
leisure time in making improvements onions;
WOODBIRT, Λ.M M.l»,
is that any reason why we can all sucnot
if
used
but
advice
(good
sensibly
ceed in the same way? I see that men
literally) and he can possibly make a few every little while are looking over the
Physician and Surgeon,
the
for
fresh
dollars
in
MAINE.
raising
produce
MtUTII PARIS.
abandoned farms of New England thinkseveral hundred summer tourists who
12 High Street.
ing of buying th<>m and turning them
>.v e and resilience,
spend iu New England tifty million dol- into large sheep ranches. Do they
lars a year.
think that they can raise wool and mutP. SMITH,
If in discussing the welfare of a large
ton where they have to feed the eheep
class of people any writer has shown
Attorney at Law,
six months in the year from the burn
like that better
more of selfishness (I
MAINE.
and make a success of it, against those
V>RW\Y.
than less of sympathy) 1 h ve never
Collection» a Specialty
who can run them out nearly or quite
H rne Block.
an
read
read it. Neither have I ever
the whole year and not pay much more
and
him
in
which
the
article by
dollar,
to get their product to the seaboard marΚ Κ RICK A PARK.
that from his own narrow standpoint,
ket than a farmer in a good part of New
Will
motive.
was
not
the
controlling
Attorneys at Law,
England must pay? These abandoned
he
us bow did those people of leisure
tell
MAINE.
(arms are all right for keeping sheep
BETHEL,
come by their wealth?
Kller; C. Park
through the summer, but what are you
\
llwn K. Hsrrtck.
The farmers of New England have
going to keep them on through the wintoo long already unjust tribute to
paid
ter? I think at the present prices of
..UN S HARLOW,
I/et
our great corporations and trusts.
wool and mutton that the men who try
the farmers of this country follow his that
scheme will get rid of some of the
Attorney at Law,
advice and they will build up a power
MAINE
money that they already have. I will
1>I\ FIELD,
and
the
nation
its
that will control
legis- leave off where I began—put wool and
lation. I do not yet believe it is best mutton at a
price that will make sheep
K1UHT A WHEELER.
that the farmer shall have no thought
pay as well as other stock pays
keeping
farm
no
farm
or
his
than
work;
higher
and we will again see these New Engone can help him who does not look upland hills covered with sheep.—Cor. in
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, on
a man—not a beast of burden
him
as
Tribune Farmer.
SOl'TH PARIS. MAINE.
to gratify the wishes of others.—H. O.
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S Wright.
Mead.
The Totale with the
"

Democrat.

Oxford

carrying

Coii*|iirator».
It will surprise many to know t! t
».. .1
Washington Irving was a
orchard thief. Ouce, while picking ; ρ
he w.is
un apple In his own orchard,
accosted by an urchin of I he tic! 'bbjrwho, not recognizing him as tlie

hood,

offered to show him a tree
where lie could get some better apples
than those.
"But," said the boy, "we must not

proprietor,

let the old man see us."
"I went with him," said Irving, "atul
of my
we stole about a dozen or twj
owu apples and then .veut shares."
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AU legal advertisements
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are given three consectlve insertions for $1.30
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Joe I'Kl.tTiMO —New type, fast presse», steam
power, experience*! workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our busl
ncsa complete and popular

Coming Events.
Keb.

Oxford Pomona tirange, Bryant's Pond.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Sh'rt Waist Specials.
I'tne Tree Cough Syrup.
New Uoods.
Su'ts and Overcoats.
l.ailles' Specialty Store.
Ν. Dayton Bolster A Co.
Curée w thout Stomach Dosing.
statement Phu nix Assurance Co
Statement London Assurance Corporation.
Hay to Press.
Stoves for Sa'e.
Saws! Saws!
Statement Commerc'al Union Assurance Co.
Parker's Hair Balsam.

Norway Satisfied?
The South Paris Village Corporation
ha» petitioned the Maine Legistature for
the
right to do its own electric
Is

mittee

hearing before the comLegal Affaire at Augusta last

At

lighting.

on

THE OOINQS OF THE WEEK

IN At'

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY

SOUTH PARIS, MAINK, FEB. 7, 1905
Α τ wood

THE OXFORD BKABS.

a

Paris Hill.
First Baptlit Church, Rev.K. O. Taylor, pastor
1'reachlng every Sunday at 10:45 a. M. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
7:30 I». M. T. P. S. C. E. Tuevlay evening.
Piayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 Λ0. Cove
nant M -eilng the last Frl lay before the let
All not
of the month at S 30 p. M.

Sunday

connected are cordially Invited.
Universalis! Church, Bev. J. H. Little, l'a β tor.
Prea -lilng service everv Sunday at 10:4S A. «·
Sunday School at 11:45 A. M.
otherwise

Miss Eftie Ingraham and her brother,
Maynard, of Rockport, now students of
Hebron Academy, were guests of their
cousin, Mrs. V. K. Parris, on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. (ieorge M. Atwood were
at Augusta last week.
Mise lone Harlow of Dixfield and
Master "Billy" Eustie of the same place
are the guests of relatives in this village.
W. H. Cummings «!fc Son are cutting
about two hundred and lifty cords of
wood and a large quantity of timber from
the Hammond wood lot on the Buckfiold
road.
On Friday afternoon, Feb. 10, at 2
o'clock, the Ladies' Baptist Circle will
meet in Cutumings Hall. It is very important that all the ladies in the society
to be present as by-laws are to be presented, committees to be appointed, and
work laid out for the annual mid-sumAt 6 o'clock the regular circle
mer sale.
which all are
supper will be served, to
invited to come, also to contribute for
In the evening a sociable
the tables.
and general good time may be expected.
On Sunday evening at the Baptist
church the pastor, Rev. Mr. Taylor, gave
a very interesting and helpful talk on
This is one of
"The Ideal Pleasure."
the series of live discourses upon familiar subjects, all of which have been very
practical and to the point.
Advertised letters in Paris post office,
Feb. 1st, are as follows:
Mrs. A. J. Parker.
Mr. John C Brlgg-t.
Mrs. M irv WtiUtftnDr. S. S. Waketleld.

Diet! in Paris. Feb. 1st. at the home of
her nephew. Mr. Loren B. Merrill, with
South Paris testified that the light9 now whom she had lived for the past ten
furnished by the Oxford Light Company years, Mrs. Martha Merrill, wife of Amos
in l$'2l,and
have been and are very poor. The most Doe. She was born in Paris
the Convery early in life united with
was
the
of
the
result
surprising
hearing
gregational church at South Paris, of
introduction by counsel for the Oxford which she was the oldest member at the
Light Company of various letters from time of her death. She lived an earnest
the
well known citizens and firms of Norway, Christian life aud was respected by
entire community. Interment at Stearns
whose reputation for truth and veracity
Hill.
has never to our knowledge been called
The Ladies' Universalist Sewing Circle
in question, the tenor of which letters will meet with Mrs. II. L. Scribner next
All are cordially
asserts that the lights now and recently Thursday afternoon.
invited.
furnished by that company are good and
The tine farm house of II. E. and 11.
entirely satisfactory. To what can this I). Hammond narrowly escaped debe attributed? Is it an honest difference struction by lire Saturday afternoon. A
and sparks from it
of opinion? Is it that the citizens of Nor- chimney burned out,
set tire to the shingles in two or three
way are more easily satisfied than those
places on the west side of the main house
of the sister village? Or, as has already roof, near the ridgepole. H. D. Hambe η intimated by some of those whose mond, who is one of the selectmen, was
Paris with the rest of the board,
names were signed to these testimonials, at South
and the elder Mr. Hammond was the
were they given a long time previous
onlv man about the premises. He startand at a time when the present plant ed for the ladders which are always in
was not overloaded and when the lightreadiness, and Miss Alice Hammond
out to get assistance. Just as
ing service was better than it has recent- started
she returned from the next house with
been?
If
is
the
latter
version
correct,
ly
Frank B. Hammond, l'erley F. Kipley
is it not also true that they were given drove
up with his grocery team, having
for another purpose than that of defend- come on an errand. By means of the
Mr. Ripley reached the ridgepole
ing the Oxford Light Company at this ladders
of the ell, and thence scrambled to the
hearing, and that at least a part of them
ridgepole of the main house, where he
were used for this purpose without the
quickly put out the tire with water and
But for the prompt arrival of
snow.
knowledge of the authors?
the blaze would have soon been
week a

number of

reliable

citizens of

About the State.

help,
beyond control.

Main· New» Not·*.
Beckfleld.
BctM,
W«et Pari·.
Gammon of Farmlngton Is
Lizzie
been
Mr·.
bae
who
Nell
Methodist
Preble,
of
the
Aid
Ladies'
Tuesday,
The
^
E. O. Cole.
The court baa iaaued » temporary inchurch will hold a measuring social at spending the winter at Dr. Sturdirant's, Islting Μη.
Harold Cole of Portland haa been a junction in favor of the bondholders
the home of Mrs. E. D. Stilwell, Tues- went with the doetor to the Maine GenMrs.
and
Mr.
of
his
parents,
Refreshments eral Hospital where she will remain for. 1ι ecent guest
against the Phillips & Rangeley Railday eveoing, Feb. 14.
flrgil Cole.
road and Seth M. Carter of Auburn has
will be served. All are cordially invited treatment.

Howard P. Shaw I· spending a two
The Bethel National Bank has been
to attend.
the direct- ι reeks' vacation from the Institute of
established in Bethel.
"Before you venture to see the host,
Measure you'self on door or poet.
Technology in Boston.
ors are E. C. Bowler, Daniel Hasting*,
For every foot open your h art
E. S. Kilborn, Ira Jordan, F. L. EdGuy Gardner has been a recent guest
And drop a cent within the part.
wards and Seth Walker. E. S. Kilborn, < if his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Each extra Inch requires a cent.
To which we hope you'll all consent."
president; Daniel Hastings, vice-presi- < iardner.
James Jewett has recently returned to
The Aid has been an important factor in dent; cashier, E. C. Park. Much infrom Maiden, Mass.
the church work, and largely through terest bas been manifested since it was ] lotel Long
Ethel Wyman goes to Portland to take
their efforts the M. E. chapel lias been proposed by the officers of the savings
ι six months1 commercial course.
renovated, so it now presents a very bank.
A drama is well under way, to come
1st
a young son arrived in the
Feb.
and
appearimproved
greatly
pleasant
<
10.
A few months ago the walls were home of Mr. Corydon Stowell, and friends •fT Feb.
ance.
Κ. N. P. is fortunate in being able to
are extending congratulations.
in
shades
main
room
the
being
papered,
The game of basket ball between the 'ekip" the cold weather that we have
of green, and the pulpit recess of a rich
I tad to contend with this winter
tone of red. A nice new stove has re- Hebrons and Bethels was a good game
C. H. Prince has four thermometers,
41-4 in favor of the
cently been added, and last week the with the result of
A social fallowed the < loubtless this may have something to do
chairs were replaced by nicely finished visiting team.
vith the elements.
which all enjoyed.
pews of western elm, which is of very game
William Hatch, a brother of Chas. P.
Mrs. Abner West, who has been visitpretty grain, in some places resembling
Mrs. A. F. Copeland, has 1 latch, is stopping with R. H. Morrill.
her
is
finish
sister,
that
the
ing
curly maple, except
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Horton of Sumner
The pews are all num- returned to Norway with her sister, Mrs.
much darker.
her eere guests of Mrs. Horton'a aunt, Mrs.
bered, and their seating capacity is 120 S. F. Stearns, and will soon go to
Lmanda ^baw, Thursday.
people. There is room in the building home in Norfolk, Va.
Saturday, Buckfield Grange being inThe Bethel Creamery is doing an unto place chairs to seat thirty or forty
ited by Mountain Grange to break
The pastor, Kev. I). F. Nelson, usual amount of work this winter.
more.
The chair shop has about 300,000 of 1 tread, a goodly number availed themplans to have an opeoing service Saturon the f elves of the opportunity, it being the
day and Sunday, Feb. 11 and 12. Pre- pine to saw before beginningdrawn to ι
inniversary of the removal of Mountain
siding Elder Ladd will be present, and other timber which is being
irange to North Buckfleld.
Kev. A. K. Bryant of Yarmoutbville and the factory in large quantities.
Walter Ellingwood informs us that he
A man from Thurston's camp was
Rev. F. C. Potter of Bethel are also exwith I tas disposed of his embalming and
office
to
out
Dr.
brought
will
services
be
Wight's
There
Saturday
pected.
ι indertaking business in the horse line
afternoon and evening and .Sunday. both bones of his leg broken.
The Gould Academy fair, which will < ο Dan Emery.
Kev. Mr. Nelson has worked faithfully
in his parish and to beautify the little consist of a sale of fancy and useful
North Stoneham.
church, aud is well liked in our com- articles and a supper to be served at six
Miles Adams bas finished work for L.
o'clock, with a pleasing programme for
munity.
Miss Inez M. Briggs is in Portland the evening entertainment, will be held ] I. Burn tiara of Albany and is at home.
R. M. McKeen went to Norway last
with her brother, Frank S. Briggs, where in Garland Chapel next Thursday after<
veek. Earl McAllister did bis chores
it is her intention to remain through the uoon and evening.
vhile he was gone.
»
winter if not longer.
J. Bartlett started his saw mill here
Bryant's Pond.
Charles Bacon has rented the small
The O. f. M. Co. finished their enter- ! llondav.
building on Main Street belonging to 1).
H. B. McKeen sold a cow to George
P. Curtis and will start a little store, tainments here Thursday night and
where he intends, with the assistance of went to North Stratford Friday. The 1 Kimball of Waterford Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton are visitMrs. Bacon, to sell fruit, canned goods, vote for the must popular lady was depickles, etc., and all kinds of vegetables. cided in favor of Mrs. Maud Farnum, ng relatives in Lovell.
It will be a good place to purchase ma- and Mrs. Farnum won the watch by a
Hiram.
terial for * vegetable dinner on short large majority. There was a silver set
notice. Fur a number of years Mr. for the bab* who got the most votes.
On Saturday evening, the Pythian
Bacon has successfully raised a good va- Two babies contested for this prize— | sisterhood of Bridgton entertained a
riety of garden products on his farm Baby Ilaye4 and Baby Cole. Baby Hayes arge audience at K. of P. Hall with the
about half a mile from our village.
won.
Irama entitled, Crawford's Claim. It was
On Saturday. Jan. 28, Mr. Willard
Mrs. Pearle Mailer of South Water- veil rendered, and the receipts were
!
Thomas Pearl of Turner and Miss Myrtle ford is visiting her people this week.
>75.00.
Belle Roweof Bucktield were married by
Miss Essie Bowker went to Bethel j
Hon. Almon Young, who has been
O.K. Yates, Esq. The newly married last week and attended the basket ball lick at Portland, came home Wednesin
Turner.
couple will make their home
game there Friday night, and returned day, somewhat improved.
had been home Sunday.
For some time Mrs. Pearl
Mr. Marshall W. Spring is in feeble
of
her
with
the
G. L. Cushman was at home a week health.
family
staying here
■
Auto
Mr. John Clark is confined to his bed
brother, Walter Rowe.
ago, and Mrs. Cushman returned
Irving Emmons is working for Frank gusta with him for a couple of weeks' by illness.
D. Small.
Mr. Llewellyn A. Wadsworth is imstay.
Miss Clara Berry, who has been teachMrs. Edwin Cole does not improve in proving in health.
The number of births in Hiram in
ing in Abbot, is at home for a three health very rapidly.
weeks' vacation.
I) D. G. C., Fred A. Delano of Oxford 1904 was 24; marriages Θ; deaths 25
There was another social dance at assisted bv J. L. Bowker, P. C., install- ; The average age being 48 years.
Dunham's Ilall last Thursday evening.
ed the officers of Fraternal Lodge, K. of
The W. C. T. U. was very pleafautly P., Saturday night. There was a good
Miss Minnie Gray of Bridgton is teachat
entertained last Thursday afternoon
atteudance of the members present.
the winter term of school in the
the home of Mrs. C. Howard Lane. A Charles Dunham and Fred Chandler of ing
Durgin district in Hiram. This is Miss
most excellent program of readings was South Taris attended.
Gra.v's first school and she is having
Mrs. Ada Swan taught the two
given by the members on the subject of
excellent success. The district will do
woman's suffrage. At the opening of mnining weeks of the primary school,
well to secure the services of Miss Gray
I
the meeting quotations from Miss Fran- which finished Feb. 3d.
the next year.
in response to
the for
ces E. Willard were
The town officers are

Call, and

given

at closing some pleasing piano music was rendered by Miss
Delia H. Lane, also a violin and piano
duet te by Miss Brown and Miss Lane.
By invitation the Union will hold its
meeting in March with Mrs. E. D. Stilwell. who at that time is to become a
member.
We notice little flyers are out announcing that Dr. Chas. L. Buck of South
Paris will be at the Maple House Tuesday of this week, Feb. 7, for the purpose
of doing dentist work. He expects to
come here once a month.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum hits engaged a room
for her millinery in the west side on tlie
the Roll

masquerade

|

ι

t

settling

the receiver.

falling bis gun was discharged,
tents fatally wounding him.

the conHe wan
about 27 years of age and left a wife ami
one

child.

In Portland harbor on Saturday, Jan.
28, the battleship Maine was presented
with a banner by the Maine Daughters
of the American Revolution. Besides
being of general interest, the presentation was made a brilliant social affair.

woman, and tbe woman promptly
wan perfectreceived a new lot of Waists. These were
replied that she had. She
very low
man and
ly right. Take any average
from
the manufacturers. We^ive you the benefit
iiiect
tl.em
selling
them as 11
woman,
question
any average
the peo- > /try cheap.
of
and
dress
deportment
to the
were
3NE LOT of heavy vesting in white and while with black figure, the new leg-ofpie liLauy" assembly where they
find that the I
togetwr, and you will
mutton sleeve, plaited front and hack, neat collar, all sizes, only
ggc.
the
man,
than
woman has seen more
LOT all wool nnn's veiling waist*, mostly white, pointed yoke in front,
«η-1
to
3NE
for woman has been compelled
vision and to I
tucked front, back aud sleeve, lined, sold freely through the srason for vj <jm,
large the angle of her
shifting
without
hat
now
her
.........
around
only
all
see
$1.75
ι

j
eye.
the I
From au early age instinct tells
the instinct,
irirl, and convention seals
at tbe I
that she must not look directly
the bon-1
man in the street, therefore

j
j

London

α

he had crawled and tried to enter. He
died from the exposure. He is survived
by a widow and five children. Ilis ago
was 43.

William Williams of Washington, aged
25, committed suicide some time Monday in the woods in th&t town. Previous
to the act he wrote to hi· wife in Boston,
to whom be had been married only a
short time, telling her what he was
going to do, and giving information as to
where his remains would be found, and
instructions with regard to the disposition of his effects.
As the result of drinking wood alcohol
and water two men, David Michevie and
Coulumbe, are dead and a woman named Hebert is seriously ill but will recover.
All resided on Treat and Webster Island at Old Town. Michevie called at a
drug store and asked for a liberal supply of wood alcohol, stating he wanted
to bathe a sick man. The alcohol was
given to him after it had been labeled
"poison" and be bad been cautioned by
the clerk that it must not be taken internally, as it was a deadly poison. The
parties later mixed it with water and
drank it with results as stated.
A fatal accident occurred
Monday
afternoon at the High Street crossing of
in
Auburn.
the Maine Central Railroad
Charles E. Leavitt, driver for X. S. Tibbetts of Auburn, was struck by a train
and instantly killed. His body was badly mangled and the horse was killed.
There are gates at the crossing, but the
gate tender, who was an elderly man,
failed to get them down in time. When
Mr. Leavitt noticed the approaching
train the horse was going at too fast a
pace to stop him before reaching the
track and so he tried to drive the animal
The horse
across ahead of the train.
and sled were midway on the track when
struck and the wreck was complete and
horrible. Mr. Leavitt came to Auburn
from Dixfield about two years ago. He
survived
He is
was 43 years of age.
by a wife and two minor children.

John's Letter.
Now look here, Sweetheart! Don't you

lay the tlattering

Browniieia.

Mrs. Ernest L. Frink died Jan. 28th
at the home of J. L. Frink. She died
very suddenly, sick only a few hours.
She leaves a husband, two sisters and
many other friends to mourn for her.
Mr. Frank Johnson, who has been very
sick, is convalescent.
There are a good many Buffering from
bad colds.
Our postmaster went to Conway, N.
(I., to-day to have an ulcerated tooth
extracted.
Leslie McDonald is visiting his brother
Will in Parsonsfield·
Mrs. Charles Harmon is in poor health
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dana Brown is very sick.
Mrs. Warren Johnson is stopping with
Miss Mary Wentworth.

that you have

weather is favorable.
Miss Minnie Eagle of North Newry,
who has been ill from appendicitis, is at
the hospital at Portland where she has
had a successful operation.
A daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Stearns is very dangerously ill at her
home at North Newry.
Mrs. Austin Powers, who has been
very poorly since Christmas, is no better, very weak and in an extremely nervHer daughter, Alice,
ous condition.
has left school to assist in caring for her

unction to your soul

tion. We emphatically deny that we are
that kind of a bug, begging your pardon.
Did you for one little moment suppose that we are the only one in all the
world who Is not over-anxious to creep
away into the dull shadow of what the
prophet calls the "evil days" when the
"sound of the grinding is low," when
the "grasshopper is a burden," when
"desire fails" and all that sort of thing,

don't you know? Did you,

or

do you, for

little moment suppose that we
the one solitary in all Christendom
who is not favorably struck with the
idea of having the shaking palsy to the
clamping of the jaws to restrain them
from wabbling? If that is your idea
you'll get left. Don't see but we shall
have to take you along with us.
And what a mighty host it is, touching
elbows, keeping steps to the heart's
muffled drum-beats, marching on to the
eternal camping ground over the river
and under the trees:
one
are

mother.

Miss May Foster, whose home is in
the West, is visiting her mother and
brother, Walter, for an indefinite time.
Candlemas Day was bright and clear,
indicative of severe weather.
T^ere was a good attendance at the
grange meeting Thursday, and a fine
time

reported.

Wilson's Mills.

Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Wilson spent the "We are the tame that our fathers have been ;
riav with Mrs. Wilson's sister, Mrs. F. We tec the eamu sights thit our father* have

A.Flint.

see η.

We drink the same stream ami see the same sun,
And we run the same course that our fathers
have run.

Mr. Albert Bean and family of Milan
stayed at the Aziscoop House Saturday
night on their way to camp where they
will remain the rest of the winter.
F. A. Flint has been to Bethel to attend the Ryerson auction, looking up
teams for the new proprietor of the
Aziscoos House.
Miss Addie Flint goes to Farmington
to spend the rest of the winter with bor
sister, Mrs. E. L. Johnson.
Hugh Coy le of Colebrook was in town
the past week.
Game Warden Adams has his papers
for another year, is now up the river.

The

thoughts we are thinking our fathers would
think;

From the death we are shrinking
would shrink;
To the life we are clinging they

cling,

our

fathers

also

would

the wing
And now we will kiss and make up.

But it

ipeede

for

ue

all like

a

bird

on

was

Yum, yum.
Bates Record has sold out his interest

Point, early Friday morning.
the property of Alvin Goddard. There

served.

The grange supper will be held at the is no insurance.
home of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Swan
Mr. Goddard was at Hutchins' camps,
Thursday evening, Feb. 9tb. Be sure Ellis River, and Mrs. Goddard, an adoptand be present.
ed son, Charles Thompson, aged 13, and
her two children were at the house.
Dlckvale.
built the Are about δ
Mr.
Our school closed Jan. 27 with an en- o'clock ana then went to the barn to do
tertainment in the evening given by the his chores. When he returned a half
school league. The teacher has gone to hour later, the ell of the houee was in
tier home in Rumford Falls.
the family and
He aroused
flames.
Those who have been afflicted with they escaped with difficulty and were
bad colds are improving.
uninjured.
H. U. Andrews is drawing shook timThe wind was blowing a gale and when
ber for J. C. Wyman.
help arrived it was too late to save the
Alton Bacon of Bryant Pond has been buildings or contents and every effoit
working for the Pleasant Valley Tele- was given to keep the fire from buildphone Co. putting the line in good order. ings near-by.

West Sumner.
Mrs. Hannah Bates and Miss Maude
returned from Rochester, Ν. II., on Jan.
31. They have been spending several
weeks with Dr. Harold Bates and family.
The annual stockholders1 meeting of
Oxford County Telephone and Telegraph
Company was held In this village Tues
day, Jan. 31st. Meeting was postponed
from Jan. 25 on account of#the severe
storm.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Marston and Dr. E.
J. Marston eutertained guests on Wednesday evening, Feb. 1. A most delightful occasion.
Harry Crockett is at home for a few
weeks.
Thu death of Mrs. Adaline Stetson
occurred on Thursday, Jan. 20. In her
death our town loses one of its oldest
citizens; the Baptist church one of its
staunchcst members; and the community
at large, one whose influence was strong
for right and good, one to whom reference was ever made for characteristics
of truth, integrity, steadfastness. As
one friend said:
"A wonderful woman;
we have too few like her.1'
Mrs. Stetson
died on the eighty-fourth anniversary of
her birth, leaving many relatives and
friends who may mourn their loss, yet
know she has but come to her reward in
the great beyond.
Miss Agnes Bonney is regaining her
health, lier friends are glad to see her
out riding and hope she may continue to

Thompson

Resolutions of Respect.

FRAUD EXPOSED.

A few counterfeiters have lately been
Whereas, By the direction of the
naking and trying to sell imitations of Divine Master, Brother Lucius Record,
Dr. King's New Discovery for Consump- member of Mountain Grange, No. 1(14,
tion, Coughs and Colds and other med- North Buckfield, Maine, departed this

cine*, thereby defrauding the public, life, Jan. 10th, 1905, the harvester has

rhis is to warn you to beware of such gathered one more golden sheaf from
people, who seek to profit, through steal- our order, and we are left to mourn an
ng the reputation of remedies which honored and respected brother, who was

been successfully curing disease, a true citizen, a neighbor ever genial and
For over 35 years. A sure protection, to obliging, and one who lived up to the
fou, is our name on the wrapper. Look principles of our order to which he was
for it, on all Dr. King's, or Bucklen's devotedly attached. Therefore,
■emedies, as all others are mere imitaResolved, That we as a body extend
ions. H. E. BUCKLES & CO., Chi- our deepest sympathy to the relatives in
sago, III., and Windsor, Canada. F. A. their affliction.
ihurtleff & Co., South Paris, West Paris.
Resolved, That in token of reipoct for
his memory we will drape our charter
FORESEEN.
GRAVE TROUBLE
in mourning for thirty days.
Resolved, That these resolutions be
It needs but little foresight, to tell,
;hat when your stomach and liver are placed on our records and a copy be
>&dly affected, grave trouble is ahead, sent to the Oxford Democrat for pubjnless you take the proper medicine for lication.
F. A. Hablow,
rour disease, as Mrs. John A. Voung, of
C. B. Dunham,
31ay, Ν. Y., did. She says: "I bad
F. A. Hkali>,
leuralgia of the liver and stomach, my
Committee on Resolutions.
leart was weakened, and I could not
lave

gain strength.

W. E. Doble made a business trip to
the city this week.
John Cummings of Norway was in
town on business this week.

blind herself,
man will deliberately
exercise
and therefore by continual
that look
those calm conventional eyes
have
to the horizon and the infinite
out
trained themselves to see the world
corners—obliquely. London
(he
of
—

Chronicle.

Heady For the OpportBBlty.
are apt to think that, though
and self
their actual lives are poor
as they are half
such
and
1
centcre
If some great crisis
Br

he locomotive was not running fasten
ban the legal speed of six miles per
lour, but find both roads at fault, the
lectric road for the lack of oare with
rhich the crossing was made, and the

Mr. Shattuck had an ill turn last week
but is able to be out again at present.

5tow.

The last day of January has been a
very nice day but quite cold. The loggers are Improving the good weather
and roads.
Died in Stow Jan. 29, Mr. Win. Perkins. He leaves a wife, one son and three
daughters. One is working in Lawrenoe,
Mass.
Martha Eastman is working (or Robert
Eastman at Chatham, Ν. H.
Almost every family are suffering
with bad colds and
grippe.
Mr. Ezra Heald's daughter has been'
aiok.
She
is
very
improving.

loston and Maine for not
ates at the oroesing.

r

1

*
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I
I

56

of

piece·»

Heavy Suitings

heavy enough

Tlvs is

inches wide.

j

will be heroes.

They

come

hardly

I

we havel
and sharply, testing not what
what we are. I
ii solved to be. but simply
that It isl
We have a sort of feeling

the man. I
ti c opportunity that makes
shows I
Nut so. The opportunity only
of I
him for what he is. and the spirit
instinctive
prompt duty, of quick,
a!ty to right under whatever
be cultivated I
tlon m t.v ever come, may
for ber-l
the
capacity
to
very
and grow
and I
oIs:a even in life's lowliest place
f
poorest work.

I

"IJo":" be queried in answer. "Ito'î
No, I reck'n not. Keck'n I never tried

I
I

preparations.
KUiue if l.e could
it

row.

»

t fcder these circumstances the party
jir.de arrangements to do the rowing
themselves, and were consequently
tonisi.cd when the guide, stepping into
•the boat, seated himself at the oars
an I prepared to be the motive power.
"Why." exclaimed one of the party,
"1 thought you said you couldn't rowî"
The guide was plainly puzzled and

an

Tliree Kind· of Men.

Here is a

pounded by

classification of men exa spinster iu an article,

"The Truth About Man." "Men as a
whole." she says, "may be roughly di-

vide I into three distinct species»-the
|>old. the shy and the tough." The
first class includes "those self assured
males" who fall In and out of love
with every other woman they meet;
the second class is made up of "the
world's good fellows who have a great
re\erence for all women and silently
adore one for life without telling her

so." and the third species "Is concerned
only with getting on and making money. Is absolutely Indifferent to women
and marries only as a matter of expediency. The first of these we unhesitatingly condemn and find irresistible;
the second we admire profoundly,
praise without stint and ignore utterly;
the third we dislike, despise and—mar-

Àrro)'» "Strike" For ■ "RiIm."
I hereby give notice that I shall strike
fur waives (lie wrote to the proprietors
of I-'raser's Maguzlue). You pay more
to others. 1 tlud, titan to me, and so I
Intend to make some fresh conditions
about Yeilowplush. I shall write no
Ί'Ιιιι<

was

styles,

both lace and

hamburg trimmed,

V8Ci

lots of Underwear since last week.

new

50c.,

37 10c.

NORWAY, MAINE.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

Ladies'

-

JWe

Specialty

COUNTERS

39c.

Of useful and indispensable goods which
and are worthy the attention of every woman.

ΊQ

in every way bargains

are

Contains Collars, Ilair Pins, Side Combs, Back
Combs, Collar Pine, Brooches, Gloves, Belts, Fa*

Pminfoi»

AvCi VyOUHtei
_

Store.

=

invite your attention to our

AND

19c.

cinators, White Aprons, Knit Underwear, Babies' Bonnets and Toilet Articles.
'"'Oc· Underwear, 50c. Outing Pannel Petticoats,
ûy*
QQ«
OQUIil/d Tarns, Hats, Collars, Pins, Shirt Waist Set:.,
Www·
and Tuilot
Combs, Gloves, Belts, Aprons, Hose Supporters, Waists, Hand Bags

Preparations.

Other bargains in the store well worth your inspecting.

M. LUKTT,
136 Main St., Norway

L.
18-4.

Telephone

Suits and Overcoats
prices A saving to you by buying now.
All of our winter overcoats and ulsters at several
dollars otl* in price.
Many weeks more of cold
All broken lots
weather in which t > wear them.
at cut

and odds and ends in our suit stock have sutVered
the same fate
Bargains for all but fi st comers
h

»ve more

$i8.co
15.co
13.50

to choose from.

$13.50

Suits and Overconts

are now

Suit» and Overcoats

are now

12.00

Suits and Overcoat»

are now

10 00

are now

10.00

10

00

Suits and Overcoats
Suits a d Overcoats

are now

S

00

Suits and Overcoats

are now

1200

Trouble Willi the

Killed

yoke,

or

Full stock of Shoe Steel, Iron, Builders' Hardware, Shovels, Axes and
Handles. All kinds of job work done.

Wils >n'* "Thackeray."

ΙΙοΜΙηκ I.nke of Mud.
Une of the greatest natural wonders
In Java, "the tire island," a large lake
of boiling mud, is situated almost in
the center of the plains of Grobogana,
lit'ty "paals" to the northeast of Solo.
It Is almost two miles In circumference, and in the center immense columns of soft, hot mud may be seen
continually rising and falling like great
black timbers thrust forth and then
suddenly withdrawn by a giant's hands.
Besides the phenomenon of the columns
there are two gigantic bubbles near the
western edge which till up like huge
balloons and explode on an average
three times per minute.

soiled

YOUR OPPORTUNITY !

of that gentleman's remarks exopt at the rate of l'J guineas a sheet,
and with a drawing for such number
in which his story appears—the drawguineas. Pray do not be augry
ing
at this decision on my part. It is simply a bargain which it is my duty to
make. Had as he Is, Mr. Yeilowplush
is the most popular contributor to your
magazine and ought to be paid accordingly. If he does not deserve more
tlir.n the monthly nurse or the Blue
Friar.: I am a Dutchman.—James Grant

Javn'M

s-hghtly

are

the next two weeks.

more

N'aprry.
"1J non kings" can make trouble east
ly f >ι· tin· housewife with their three
joinTed inisiToscopes for determining
tiu* ιιΐ'.ιη'κΊ· of threads to the inch lu
any article «f table linen. One visited
a friend the other night and after din
uer exhibited a handkerchief worth at
It was very
wholesale $1.00 apiece.
The
beautiful under the microscope.
hostess then looked upon a napkin and
afterward upon a tablecloth. Now, she
thought up to that moment her uapory
was tl.e finest In the block, and the
revelation of the wide meshes caused
the most bitter disappointment. Ever
since her misery has been complete.
When "linen kings" go out socially
they had l>el1cr leave their microscopes
at hame.—New York Press.

75c<

Great reduction in Heating
Stoves, selling at cost for

I
I

I

now

loose front, lace

127-129 ΠΑΙΝ STREET,

sev-

o'."—Louisville

11.25,

JfmM/imy

f

as-1
I
I
I
I

"I reck'n'd you all meant ro' like a
lion. I can't do that. But pull an o\
why. I've done that all my life. I

sborely can pull
Courier-Journal.

I
I
I

jOC<

....

and

.........

Several

loy-1

I

mostly large sizes,

corset covers,

ONE LOT gorns of good rotton, sever.il
nearly all sizes, were $1.25, now

tempta-|

A* the Unlilr I'nderHtood II.
A party of hunters in the wilds of
North ( 'ar.tiina. wishing to cross the
h.ke upon the banks of which they
were encamped, made the necessary
Then they asktl] tbe

hoys'

Miislin Underwear Marked Down.

I
ONE I,OT
j
now

In any I
life's sternest calls never come
I
arrange
don't
Things
fashion.
s'tcIi
our fee· I
up
to
us
for
gather
themselves
souls thatl
b!e v.*lll and settle with our
wo

in Oxford
grays and

for coats skirts and

We have s.veral odd lots of Underwear that
I crushed that you can save money on.

ashamed of.
able to
arose they would be
themselves I
tl.eir halting \fNl and raise
Only I
Yes. no doubt.
to its height.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

7.50

6.00

MAINE.

NORWAY,

I7 VOU ARE A

FARMER
or

LUMBERMAN

or

do any kind of out door work and want

wear 011

and get

)our feet
a

pair

of

over

sold.

are

stockings

or

leggings,

to

come

our

Leather
They

your

something

the nearest

Top Rubbers.

perfection

They are comfortable

of

anything

we

have

ever

and durable.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
IN OPERA HOUaE

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Ε. N. SWETT, Msnantr.

by Imagination.

water,"
young
Mid assimilated to be of any value to
nrbo hud been at sea, "was one night
jon. If yonr stomach is weak or dit- j
eased take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It' trying to suve a man with a wooden
digests what you eat and gives the stom-1 leg." "Man," said an old Scotchman
ach a rest, enabling it to recuperate,1 tvho was quietly listening, "If ye had
take on new life and grow strong again, ι ;ot a bit of rope ye could bae saved the
Kodol cures soar stomach, gas, bloating, I nan
quicker wl' It than ye could da·
heart palpitation, and all digestive dis·
wl' ten wldden leg·."
srders. L. A. Soper, of Little Rock, j
Ky., writes us: "We feel that Kodol !
Gave the Ocean Its Name.
Dyspepsia Cure deserves «11 the com· j
"And Is that the ocean out there?"
tnendation that oan be given It, as it
laved the life of onr little girl when she ι isked the visitor from the Interior who
She is now six and | lad just arrived at Atlantic City.
was three years old.
ire have kept it for her constantly, but
"Yes, the Atlantic ocean," replied the
she
>f course
only takes it now when ] lative proudly; "named after our dty,
Sold
her.
with
ι mythlng disagrees
by rou know."—Philadelphia Press.
Shurtleff Λ Co.

AGONIZING BURNS
instantly relieved, and perfectly
lealed, by Buoklen'i Arnica Salve. C.
llvenbark, Jr., of Norfolk, Va., writes:
I burnt my knee dreadfully; that it
Metered all over. Bucklen's Arnica
•Ive stopped the pain, and healed it
rithout a scar." Also heals all wounds
nd sore·, ίδο at F. A. Shnrtleff Λ Co.,
¥. A.
oath Paria, West Paris, druggist.
re

|

i*MOrtaiiiiattPiiiiÎ And)« « ni

operating the

black.

I
I
I
I
gather up I

I'eople

Norway Lake.
A workman on the Siberian railway
Hall, who has been ill with At. I was very bad for a long time, but
Jan. 21,1905.
was accidentally locked into α refrigis
able
to
out
of
doors
pneumonia,
get
ο Electric Bitters, I found just what I
erator car and was afterward found
POISONS IN FOOD.
again.
leeded, for they quickly relieved and
dead.
Imagining that he was being
J."ii. Partridge is sick with grippe.
lured me." Best medicine for weak
Perhaps you don't realize that many
slowly frozen to death, he had recordMothers' Club will meet with Mrs. romen. Sold under
guarantee by F. A. p£in poisons originate in your food, but ed Ills
Prances Partridge Feb. 14th.
sufferings with a piece of chalk
ihurtleff & Co., South Paris, West Paris, some day you may feel a twinge of
Norway Lake Woman's Club will most Iruggist, at 50c. a battle.
that will convince you. Dr. on the floor. The refrigerating apparadyspepsia
with Mra. Ellen Crockett Feb. 8tb. ProKing's 'few Life Pills are guaranteed tus. however, was out of order,, and the
The report of the railroad commis· to cure all sickness due to poisons of temperature In the car bad not fallen
gramme:
Stoddarl'e Lecture on China,
loners has been made relative to the ac- undigested food—or money back. 25c below 50
degrees F. throughout the
Mr· Wlnnlfred Pottle.
ident at a crossing
Woodfords at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s Drug Stores,
at
Flake's Civil Government,
journey.
)ec. 9th, when a trolley car was struck South Paris, West Paris. Try them.
Misa Ellen Partridge
Mrs. France· Partridge
Story,
>y a locomotive and fifty people were
The Better War·
GIVE YOUR STOMACH A REST.
Rev. Mr. Rideout was at the Lake oore or lees injured, none fatally. The
the worst struggle I ever
"Positively
find
in
ommissioners
substance
that
be
must
Tour food
properly digested liad In the
making calls Wednesday.
said a
man
Elden

We have several

look-1

"

in the home farm to his sister Louise.
Anniversary of Crystal Wave Lodge,
order of Good Templars, at the East,
Monday evening, Jan. 30.
A traveler from Norway stayed with us
cast Bethel.
Sunday night. Said his name was
on his way to
Mrs. Etta Bean is doing dressmaking George Spaulding. Was
Augusta. Appeared to be all right,
in Norway.
John.
Miss Agnes Brooks closed a very suc- but hard up.
cessful term of school here the 3d.
Point.
at
Fire
Rumford
Miss Hester Kimball bas returned
home from teaching in Hartford.
Mr. Clarence D. Howe from Waltbam, OI.D FKRRY HOl'KK BUKNKD, WITU IIABN
ΛΝΓ. LIVE STOCK.
Mass., is spending a short vacation with
relatives in this place.
Alder River Grange held their regular
The old Ferry house and contents, a
meeting Jan. 24. After work in the barn containing valuable farming implethird and fourth degrees, the officers
ments, a horse, two cows and two pigs
elect for the ensuing year were installed. were burred in a $1000 fire at Rumford
After the close of the meeting coffee
This was

and cake

Heavy Suitings.

mi

discovered a distinct
Newry.
of the "genus homo" differing
epecies
from
homo
Mrs. Charters,
missionary
from all others in the matter under conNyack Missionary Training Institute, sideration, a rare sort of a bug, so to
to
time
a
short
be heard to repeat to himself
is
here
for
New York,
speak, to be pinned up against the wall could
the hold religious services in town if the for exhibition, for study and for specula- eral times "Ko'! Ito'!"

We quote the following from
Lewiston Journal: "Andrew Carnegie
placed $15,000 in the hands of Rev. W. I
E. Cadmus, pastor of the first Congre-,
gational church of Elyria, Ohio, Wednesday, to be distributed to the depos- j
itors who lost their money in the failed
Citizens National Bank of Oberlin, as a
result of the Chadwick loans. Mr. Car-(
negie has also given Mr. Cadmus $3,000
to reimburse the Oberlin Y. M. C. A."
Kev. Mr. Cadmus was at one time pastor
of the Congçegationalist church at Oxford. He was much beloved by his peo- J
pie here and well worthy of the trust
bestowed upon him.
The W. R. C. will hold a sale Feb.
10th, the annivereary of its orgauiz»A prone,
tion.
handkerchiefs, fancy
articles, candy, etc., etc., with an enter-.
taimnent and?; supper. The proceeds
will be used to purchase markers for
the graves of soldiers. All are cordially
invited.
Oxford Grange has been invited to
visit the grange at West Minot Saturday, Feb. 4th.
John C. Stevens, an aged veteran, is
very sick and evidently failing.
Dr. A. L. Horsey has gone to Summervi 11*», South Carolina, for the remainder
of the winter.
Mrs. Geo. Parrott is quite sick.
A Band of Mercy has been formed
with forty members.
Charles Francis is here from Houlton.
He reports the snow five feet deep on a
level.
F. B. Andrews and Miss Π. A. Andrews attended the campfire at Hebron.

bought
by

Just

spell of mental aberration L*xt woman walks through
at I :lothing.
Jeremiah L. Sullivan, a boiler maker at Ing straight ahead. The direct look
I
Bath, jumped out of a window of bis the stranger is forbidden, yet human r\VO PIECES gray mixture, was 75c., now
home Tuesday, and two hours later was curiosity compels, bo develops and en-1
PIECES black and gray, were II, -91.lt)
found by his wife at the rear door where
for no wo- l'HREE
larges that angle of vision,
During

town affairs at the town house this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bowker visited
his people last Sunday.
Oxford.

appointed

While In the woods on snow shoes
Fred Brown of Ripley, slipped and in

re-1

ball will be held
ground floor of the building known as
Friday eveuing of this week at Academy the Masonic Block. As soon as suitable
As indicated in the Washington dis- Hall.
Orchestra.
Music by Stearns'
repairs are made Mrs. Farnum will
patches, Maine gets only about $17,000 Admission 10 cents to spectators. move her millinery goods from the
in the River and Harbor bill now before Dancing 50 cents per couple. Every
rooms she has occupied over the store
A good time ex- «»f F. D. Small.
Congress.
oue invited to mask.
Kev. F. E. Barton preached for the
Eleven out of a herd of nearly fifty pected.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Case of New Uni versai ists Sunday at the Uuiou
fine Holstein cattle belonging to I. T.
Hout>e
Hubbard
Until further
church at 3 o'clock r. M.
Carville of I.ewiston have been killed York arrived at the
returning Monday, after greet- notice Mr. Barton will preach the first
by order of the cattle commissioners. It Saturday,Paris
Hill
friends,
their
looking
was a great
oyer Sunday in every month at the usual
surprise to Mr. Carville to ing
find his herd to be diseased, as the condi- their properties here and celebrating hour.
martheir
of
the
thirty-tirst anniversary
A most enjoyable party was hflld last
tions in his stable have been sanitary in
Mr. and Mrs. Case are among the
all respects.
He was given a clean bill riage.
Saturday evening at the home of Mr. and
of
our summer
esteemed
most
highly
Mrs. C. Howard Lane, the occasion beof health after the condemned animals
had been disposed of. Mr. Carville has residents and have endeared themselves ing the 19th birthday of their daughter,
in this Lola A. Lane.
been a famous prize winner for Hol- to a. very large circle of friends
Thirty guests were prescommunity.
s te ins.
eut, and the time was happily passed iu
playing whist, aud listening to musical
WIHTTKMOKE DISTKICT.
M iine will not be represented at the
selections, including trombone and piano
inauguration of President Roosevelt at
Hilly Howe's wife and little girl came duets by Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Irish and
Washington, March 4, by the full staff. Monday, aud she took cold and h:is been
duets by Misses Delia and Lola
Got. Cobb says that he probably will be sick ever since she came, and not being piano
I^tne. Miss Lane was the recipient of a
accompanied by Adjutant General Au- in very comfortable quarters Frank number of pretty birthday gifts. Regustus 11. Farnham of Baugor; his mili- Briggs took them in with his family. freshments of harlequin ice cream and a
tary secretary. Major Edward H. Kelley Quite a hospital for one little house.
of fancy cake were served to the
of Bangor, and Lieut. Robert 11. Crock- Frank's wife is sick, and both women variety
guests.
care.
the
doctor's
ett of Kockland.
It is stated unofficially are under
A. K. Shurtleti now has sheet music
Mis. Carrie Briggs is taking care of
that Major Kelley and Lieut. Crockett
for sale in his drug store.
will be designated as aids on the stall of Mrs. Charles Edwards.
W. G. Berry and little daughter,
Harold Briggs is at home sick, and
Gen. Chaffee. The party will be acMarion, visited at H. G. Brown's on
his
is
Don
of
his
brother
M.
Co.
of
Weatbrook
place
taking
companied by
Sunday.
the state militia.
teaching school.
Tuttle is not able to be out.
ICVI Mil·
Henry
The Gardiner Reporter-Journal tells a
Mrs. J. C. Donham has gone to Liver·
story of a Gardiner young man that
Lovell.
more to visit lier aunt and will then go
pleases his friends, if it doesn't him.
The towu schools closed Friday and to her father's in Auburn for the rest of
lie noticed a diamond ring on an acvilAt
the
successful.
have
been
very
tUe wiuter.
quaintance the other day and expressed
there was
Mrs. Cornelia Moody, Miss Maidie
a desire to have it.
The other man was lage, taught by Miss Green,
ac
elaborate
Friday
programme
and Ira Bearce attended the
quite
was
to
and
the dicker
trade,
Moody
willing
tastefuneral of Mrs. Moody's mother, Mrs.
made. The Gardiner man was to give afternoon. The school room was
enexercises
and
the
Stetson, at West Sumner, Saturday.
his fur-lined overcoat, worth seventy or fully decorated
of the parents and
Mr. Joseph Barrows, son of the late
eighty dollars, and thirty dollars for the joyed by many
the
Center
that
It
is
friends.
expected
Dr. Henry Barrows, died in Pennsylvania
ring, and the transaction was consummatA.
Miss
Jessie
Chapschool,
taught by
last week. Mrs. Jane Barrows, who has
ed at Augusta.
The next morning the
continued as a private been with her son in his last illness, will
overcoat and the check were sent back man, will be
for a short term.
return to Mrs. Howe's soon.
to him, with word that be might keep school
Extensive repairs are being made on
The Ladies' Circle will give a supper
the ring, which was worth about three
dollars. He will have lesif confidence the Walker store at the village, now oc- and entertainment next Tuesday evening,
Feb. 7th.
in his knowledge of diamonds in the cupied by True, Walker A* Heald.
John B. Kimball. 2nd, is drawing
future.
birch to Fryeburg with four horses.
East Hebron.
Dean W. Russell has been confined to
Notes from the Legislature.
A fair day from morn to night is conat
the house a number of weeks. lie is
sidered a great luxury in East Hebron.
The matter of the state printing is
Κ. T. Steams'.
The roads were piled with snow last
creating quite an interest, and the hearMr. Fred Sanborn was in town from
week and the road team was kept busy
ings before the special committee on Denmark Friday.
several days before leaving good passprices attract as large crowds as any
about the state house.
ing. On several roads the teams cannot
East Waterford.
each other only on the places made
A hearing on the resolve appropriating
O. Kolfe has sold his interest in pass
Henry
expressly for that purpose.
$*25,00u for the Maine State Sanatorium the store to his brother.
H.
Philip
for consumptives at Hebron was held
Ralph Whiting was at work with his
Postmaster Joseph B. Haskell has reTuesday, truite a number of leading signed in favor of Mrs. Philip II. Rolfe. father pressing hay on North Hill and at
physicians and other prominent men of There is not enough pay to make it worth night started homeward but was obliged
to stable his team at Edwin Ramsdell's
the state appeared in behalf of the
his while to remain in the ottice as many
and walk the remainder of the distance
appropriation. The committee voted in hours as the law now requires.
the drifts were so deep.
favor of an appropriation of $15,000—
Freeman Stanley's little boy, only a
Frank Hoilsdun aud little family pass*10,000 for 1905 and *5000 for 1900.
few weeks old, died during the night of
ed last Saturday with his parents.
The first general appropriation bill,
Feb. 1st. This was the fifteenth child
Mrs. Bolle Perkins is at work at
providing in part for the expenditures and the first death in the family.
Whitman's.
of government for 1905, carries the sum
O. Kolfe has beeu in Bingham a Henry
Ilenry
Frank Pierce is hauling timber to be
of #1,306,144.01.
few days helping the Saunders Brothers,
sawed into boards.
A hearing on the resolve in favor of a
of this town, set up machinery
Several cellars have frozen vegetables
home and school for feeble-minded chil- formerly
in their mill.
in them before the snow drifted around
dren was given Thursday, and a number
E.
Mclntire
Eugene Xevers, Mrs. L.
the buildings.
of people appeared in favor of the approand daughter Lulu, and B. G. Mclutire's
February is a short mouth aud will
priation. The committee has not yet little boy Glenn have the measles.
soon be gone if warm days are included.
reported.
two
little
are
Rolfe's
Phil
boys
quite
News is not plenteous in this locality
The committee on mines and miniug
sick with the grippe.
aud all are too busy keeping a good fire
has apparently done a good thing in
at
who
is
is
not
Hilton,
well,
Lyman
to circulate it if it is abundant.
turning down the proposition for a sur- his father's with his wife.
vey to ascertain whether there is coal in
Mrs. Mary E. Lovejoy has gone to
Uilead.
Maine, also the petition for a state inBridgton.
This morning, Feb. 1, the temperature
vestigation of alleged gold deposits in
Mrs. Hubbard Sawin of Norway is
South Thomaston and Rockland.
showed twenty below zero.
with her daughter, Mrs. L. E. Mclntire,
Mr. O'Brien of Lewiston has introducTo-morrow, Thursday, Candlemas Day.
and Phil Kolfe's mother of Albany is
ed an act to amend the Australian ballot
A. T. Heath is hauling pine to the
with him.
law so that the voting shelves shall be so
bank of the river.
James Simpson, the scaler, from Slielarranged as to be hidden from the view
East Brownfleld.
of all persona outside the gutrd rails.
Ν. H., was in town Tuesday.
The Congregational Circle met at Mrs. burne,
Mr. A. D. Wight is doing quite a busiA. F. Johnson's last week.
ness
hauling pine timber for the InterThe County Officers' Salaries.
Mrs. Ebon Rounds entertained her
national Paper Company.
Previous to last week's hearing on the Sunday School class on Jan. 28th. A
Mr. and Mrs. Burbank went to Bethel
salaries of Oxford County officers before very pleasant afternoon was passed.
Mrs. Frank Marston and daughter, Mouday.
the legislative committee on salaries, a
Very good roads now, and people
conference with the Oxford County dele- Dorothy, of Conway, N. UM hava been
seem to be improving them.
gation was held by those interested, and visiting Mrs. Marston's mother, Mrs. E.
£. R. and M. R. Bennett are working
a salary list was prepared, which was E. Rounds.
for A. T. Heath.
Harry Butterfield, reported ill, is betapproved by the entire delegation, and
will probably be accepted by the com- ter.
East Sumner.
mittee. The liât is as follows:
On account of a defective bridle-chain,
Mrs. Cyrus B. Heald of Sabattus and
Juuge of Probate, 9800, and $50 travel- Edwin Poore lost quite a valuable steer
ber daughter, Alice, wife of Rev. F. W.
a few days ago.
ing expenses.
Paris Rowe is failing in strength, it is Snoll of Dennysville, have been visiting
Register of Probate, $1000, and $50
relatives in the vicinity.
traveling expenses.
thought.
The annual meeting of the Oxford
Edith Bradbury attended graduation
Sheriff, «1100.
Clerk of Courts, $1000.
at Gorham last week.
County Telephone and Telegraph ComMr·. Eliza Bradbury ia very low.
pany was held at West Sunner on last
Register of Deeds, $1200, and $400
clerk hire.
Tuesday.
Denmark.
The mercury indicated 31° below aero
Register of Deeds, Western District,
Mr. C. O. Pendexter, a well known on the first day of February. Good
$400.
citizen of thi· place, passed away this weather for ice cream and Johnson's
County Attorney, «000.
County Treasurer, «600.
Friday morning, Feb. 3d. He has been Liniment.
About the last car of apples from the
County Commissioners $3.50 per day in poor health for a number of months
and actual traveling expenses, or $500 and Monday waa stricken with paralysia place was shipped on Thursday. A few
lota yet are unsold awaiting higher
of the right side.
salary.
Mrs. Frank Jewett has been appointed prices.
for
the
F. L. Warren has a good supply of
schools
reof
J.
Bede
Adam
was
consuperintendent
Congressman
sulting with President Roosevelt lut mainder of the term, the position be- stock feed on hand.
The undersigned desires to express
spring about a minor federal appoint- ing vacated by the death of Mr. Penher sincere thanks and hearty apprement in the Minnesota district which he dexter.
Mrs. Ada Swan still remain· the «ante ciation for the many tokens of kindness
represents. After making several inand sympathy extended to her during
quiries about the man, the President as when last reported.
Mr. Leon Ingalls and Freeman San- her illness by kind and attentive friends
abruptly said: "Is he an honest man?"
each
>nd neighbors. Such acta of sympathy
Mr.
a
Bede. born were lucky enough to shoot
"An honest man?" returned
are greatly appreciated by one who is
"Why, see here, Mr. President, that man good fox one day this week.
Mrs. ▲. H. Jones report· from Cali- unable to personally thank each donor.
wouldn't rob a railroad company—not if
MBS. Cora I. Foy*.
fornia a nice trip and tine warm weather.
he had the chance!"

The

been

Among

SHIRT WAIST SPECIALS.

Woau'i Vlful Aiflt.
"Have you eyes lo the back of jam
of
head?" asked a country magistrate

Underwear Sale.

At Mrs. E. A. Howe's for this week.
Examine

our

and tuck· for

Our Ladies'

Ladi»s'

Robes with insertion

Night

30c.

only
tucks

with

Drawers

and

for
Also

a new

ruffle
9«Sc.

choice line which

we

would be

glad

to

show you.

MRS. Ε. Δ. HOWE,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

CASTORIA tainfumrfcwiH.

^
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Sundays included).
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toVTii kakis

ira.f Hour*

post
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-t
in

was entertained b r
Howe last week. Will Carletoi ι
the author of the
evening. Refresh
incuts were served.

Mrs.

7 «A.M. to 7 Λ P.M.

I'oiwretfaUonal Church

[

Preaching

set

i'i a M and 7Λ0Ρ. ».; Hut»«lav Scltoo
Church pravci
> I' s. C. K. at»i On »· *
Iru-on ΤιημΙ ν evening at 7 ο u'c'ock. All
urwlseOon'cteU. are cordially invite·!.
M, [■ ,..INU liurvh. Kcv Η. Λ Clifford. Paeto
me· ting !» 30 Α. M
,ι, ~h lav. morning prayer
U> 45 Λ. u.; Sabbath Schoo
,,rf, -ii.it -ervicc
« 15 p. m
ii
worth
Meeting
κ
League
\|
τ Οβ p. *.; prayer meet·
g prayer meeting
cla-w
meeting,
Friday
I'tie*lay evening;
..

1A

The Seneca Club

oirricK.

CHl'KCHLS.

t

Mrs. H. A. Clifford will entortain tli
Junior League at the Methodist cburcl
parlor to night, unless the storm i

The regular meeting of the W. C. Τ
U. for this month will bé held with Mrs
George Β Crockett Thursday aftemooi
at 3 o'clock.

Suuday only

,,

The

j

severe.

TRAIS!»

*

The f«étirai chorus* will meet wltl
Mrs. Penfold this Monday
evening. A]
who are interested are invited 10 attend

was

The usual monthly women's mission
ary meeting of the Baptist church wil 1
be held Wednesday afternoon of thit
week at 3 o'clock, with Mrs. Cbesbro.
Rev. Howard Clifford spoke of tlu
great revival in Wales last evening
There will be a cottage prayer meeting
at Mr. Moulton's to-night, and at Mr.

Municipal Lighting

LENGTHY

AND

FUI.L

Bill.

HEARING

Itlon—a
never

A1

state.
Mr.

thing which he asserted h* I
been done or even asked in thl ι

Wright

in

closing

made a

roo< I

JJejl«ar"

■

NORWAY.

>

I

■

:ug.

(neat

preparations

a.

24: p. H.

s.

14.

siz«'d crowd turned out Wedto see the first basket
ball game ever played iu this village.
The teams represented Paris High School
and Lewiston Y. M. C. A. Lewiston
won by a score of 24 to 14.
Although
thi> was Paris' second game, aud Lewisof
the
has
one
A.
Y.
M.
C.
strongest
ton
teams in the state. Paris made a very
creditable showing.
The game itself was fast and clean,
Lewiston gaining about the same advantage in each half, scoring 10 points
in the tirst half and 14 in the second,
while Paris scored 6 points in the first
half and S in the second.
Johnson and Tewksbury played well
for Lewiston, Johnson doing especially
good work in throwing baskets from
Clason and Burbank did the
fouls.
scoring for Paris. Bolster also played a
nice game. The score:
1.1» I.o iinbury.
I'ltson, r f.
A

are

good

being made by nesday evening

committee on the art booth for the
».<} Cheer Bazaar to make this booth
little more attractive than in
a
even
will be
past years if possible. There
in.-re lar^e oils and everything accordthe

lewiston y. si. c.

Ball.

!,

ingly.

•I.isiah S'. Horr sîot his ham! against
the cutters of an irregular moulder on
which he was working, in the factory of
the Paris Manufacturing C·»., Monday of
List week. The two middle fingers had
to be amputated at the second joint.
The rest of the hand w as not injured.
Mt. Mica Lodge will confer the tirst
degree on three candidates next ThursWest Paris
day evening. Feb. i'th.
Litige have accepted an invivation to
visit this lodge Feb. 10th, at which time
it is expected their degree team will
•liter the second degree on several can-

J

Several of the business men of South
Paris were called to testify, and all without exception described the lights as
very dim and unsatisfactory, especially
during the hours between 4 and ϋ P. M., |
and particularly during the past few
months, though slightly improved within a few weeks since the new boilers 1
were put in.
Mr. Humphreys of Madison was then
called. Mr. Humphreys is a member of
the engineering firm of Snow & Hum-|
nhreye of Boston, of some twenty years
experience, and about a year since put
in a municipal lighting plant in Madison,
a village verv similar to South Pans as
to
Mr.
population and conditions.
Humphreys was at Paris a short time
since, and looked over the village and
the Biscoe Falls power. He had prepared some maps showing a system of
lighting for the village, and had made |
detailed estimates of the cost of building
a plant and maintaining it, also of the
expense of operating it and the probable
income. He had made a very full report on these matters, which was presented to the committee. For a plant of
100 horse power, for which he considered the Biscoe Falls water power ample,
his estimate of construction was between
*24,000 and 525,000. This would run
twenty-five arc lights and a maximum
load of 1000 incandescents of sixteen I

I

b· Eraser.

In

lee.sjaturo,
Vill^e

—

Basket

am

summing up, reviewing the history ο Γ
THE LEGISLATURE.
the endeavors made by South Taris t» »
protect its rights, and setting forth thi
condition of things, as regardi of prying eyes, and from that time out I
A prolouged hearing was held at Au- present
the prices charged and the inferioi had to use my judgment. About 0 r. u.
last
week
before
the
affaln
gusta
legal
He did no: my stove got smoking and I discovered
of the service.
committee of the legislature, on the bill quality
the statement of the companj the smoke was freezing fast to the chimintroduced in the legislature of 1903, question
been made from the uoy. I put the teakettle on to boil some
I that nothing had
and referred to the present
of the plant, but said it vta! water with which to tiiaw it out, but
1 permitting the South Paris
Cor- operation
evident that an excessive price was paid while I could hear the water boiling in
poration to establish a municipal ligbtr I{ for the plant. He asserted that oven the bottom of the kettle it froze over
ing plant, and sell electric light and witli the South Paris
lighting eliminated solid on top. No, I don't know how
power in the town of Paris.
the field in Norway was sufficient to fur cold it was in Sleepy Hollow, but you
ing opened soon after 2 ο clock Tuesday nidi business to the full
capacity of tlx can tell the people that no one suffered
afternoon, and continued through the Oxford
Hollow corCo. plant, and made a from sunstroke.—Sleepy
Light
afternoon, at an adjourned session in the
for the granting of the respondence of Fort Fairfield Review.
strong
appeal
evening until nearly 11 o'clock, and J rights asked for in the bill.
was concluded with a session of two
WHEN YOU HAVE Â COLD.
It is expected that the report of the
hours or more Wednesday afternoon I
The first action when von have a cold
made this week,
committee will be
lion. James

S. Wright conducted the
probably on Wednesday.
case in behalf of the bill, and Hon. Herbert
M.
Heath
in
of
Augusta appeared
|,:k.
George Libby's on Thursday night.
opposition in behalf of the Oxford
Che»bro.
l%l';"iu-t Church Kev. J. Wallace
Co.
Portland
and Biddefnrd law
Light
H>
service
45
a
On Sundav. preaching
The Congregational pulpit was occuI'-i-tur
CHURCHES.
vers also addressed the committee brief,School Ii M pray, r meeting 00 r pied on
»,
Rev. Norman Mcby
Sunday
ev
ntng
Second Congregn'lonal ί hurch, Rov. B. 8.
in behalf of the holders of bonds of
aver meeting Tueaday
\i
ly
Kinnon
of Augusta, much to the pleasure
Kldeout, l'asto*.
Preaching service Sunday,
iviTian*!Church, Rev J. M. I.lttle, Pastor
the Norway and Paris Street Railway 10:30
id0 P. V
A. St.; Sabbath School, 12:00 M ; Y. P. S.
of a large congregation.
Next Sunday
I'nai ft I in.' service every Sunday at
Co. and the Oxford Light Co.
C. K., Sun lav Evening,6:30 1*. M.; Social Meetschool at3:3UP. M. tvenlng service, 7 Rev. J. G. Fisher of Dexter will
...
supply.
In opening the case Mr. Wright show- ing, 7 <*> F. M ; regular weekly Pr»; er Meeting,
p. *·
Tue'day evening.
Save up your change to spend at the ed that there had for many years
kTATKD MKKTINGS.
Dnvls,
Universalis! Church, Rev. S. «.
Good Cheer Bazaar which is right upon in South Paris a desire to do its own Part ir. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 JO
Reeular
Κ t A M.—Parts Lodge, No. i*«.
us.
booth will be well tilled and electric lighting, and that tins desire A. M. Sabbath School, 12:00; Y. P.C. U. meetEvery
or before full moon,
on
venlng
■•H-e !ng Tueelay
7 Λ0 P. M.
meet- you will be sure to find
i, 11, κ —Moant Mica Lodge, regular
something there had been made manifest as long ago as ing.Methodist Church, Kev. C A. Brooks, Pastor.
week —Aurora that
in » Thurs lav evening of each
an
when a lighting charter for Nor- Preach'ng service. 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
if
need,
18ST,
nothing
you
apron
h 'utupment, "first and third Mom lay evenlnge more.
L»on't forget the date, March 1 way and Paris was granted to Norway 12.Ό0 M.; Socla' Eveulng Meeting, 7.1)0 P.M.,
tt fa··η month.
meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
Mouut Pleasant Kcbekah Lodge, No. and 2.
Κ
[
parties, and at the instance of South prayer
Epworth League, Sunday
Friday evening.
cet» second and fourth Krldays or each
Paris a section was added specifying evening, β.Ό· P. M.
Hall.
Mrs.
Fellows'
A.
Mason
Ή·1
died
m .util In
Nancy
suddenly
Kev. Κ S. Cotton, Pastor.
Church,
that
the
Itapil-u
should
no
excluhave
company
\ it—\\. K. Kimball Post, No. 148, meet»
from the effects of a
of each Monday morning
i sive privileges in Paris. It was further Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabb th School,
tir t an·! tîilr-l Saturday evening··
12:00
M.;
Meeting,
at
Sunday evening7 P.
the
home
Prayer
of
her
shock,
paralytic
t fi. In ο. A. H. Hall
a
manifested by a protest in 169», when M., Wednesday evening, 7:30.
Kimball Kellef Corps meets first laughter, Mrs. Granville Abbott, on the
Κ
vt
the
Oxford
become
In
Co.,
Light
having
:.!r>! Saturday evenings of each month.
STATU) MKKTINUS.
»
corner of Gothic and Church Streets.
established on the ground, asked to
Κ ief Corps Hall.
The funeral will be at 2 p. m. WednesΚ & A M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
f II. —Paris Urange. from May 1 to Oct. 1,
have its locations legalized and to De
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on ur
,il >t and third Saturday; during the day, and burial at Eist Bethel.
confirmed in the exclusive right* which before full ff>oon. Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter,
cr of the year, meets every Satunfay, In
.ι!
r.
Mr. Wright No. 2a, as«cmbles Wednesday Evening, on or
200 people were present at the it now has under the law
Nearly
It a tue Hail.
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. À 8. M.,
I.'i n. C— Second and fouitb Mondays of Christian Endeavor
day exercises at the stated that with the es ablishment of Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
ta ii month.
such a plant in view, twenty citizens of No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
it. P.—Stonv Brook Lodge, No. lsl, Congregational church Sunday evening.
\
full moon.
ι, -econd and tourth Wedaeaday evenlnge The programme, What I owe to Chris- South Paris had a few years since purœ
O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
u( ach month.
I tian Endeavor, was very pleasing. Rev. chased the water power at Biscoe Falls, tn I.Odd
Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
meets
No.
31,
every
Hamlin Lodge.
f p.
κ
Mr. McKiunon gave the address and it and have ever since held it ready to | Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meeth In Odd
a· evening at Pythian Hall
t
Ha 1, second and fourth Friday EvenFellows'
Parts
turn
over
to
the
his
of
was
At
when
wanted.
and
Woodmen
America—South
M leru
village
very inspiring
helpful.
Tuesings of each month. Mt. Ho|>e Rebckah Lodge,
Ui i·!·, No. W3»>7, meets second and fourth
! invitation a few made the decision for The story of the increase of street lignt- No.
58, meets on llrst and third Friday of each
.,·.
.enlngs In tiolden Cross Hall,
! in κ rates, and the consequent shutting month.
Christ.
i.. ai Arcanum.—Parri· Council, No. lttil,
otf of the South Paris street lights on
at 7 :*>.
III.. > first and tlilril Monday evenings
| K.of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
The men's annual supper and enterthe first of September 1902, was told, every Thursday Evening. U. B., A. O. Noyes
D vision. No. 12, miets third Friday of each
ΚInier Β. Austin is in the hospital at tainment will be given next Thursday and it was shown that the sentiment οΓ m.inth.
Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
night, Feb. 0, at the Congregational ves- the village corporation has always been and fourth Friday
I.i * i»ton for surgical treatment.
evenings of each month.
The enterP. of 11.—Norway Grange meets second and
try. Supper at 0:45 r. m.
unanimous
against paying | fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
M r> Κ. B. Lunf, who is at Montville tainment will be given by Mr. Edward practically
the increased rates.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. M. meets In
has m>ne iuto the hospi- J.
r Mu· « mter.
t^uinn, dramatic entertainer of PortQuite a number of witnesses, all but ,| New G. A. R. 'tall on the first Tuesday Evening
tal it Belfast for surgical treatment.
a
Portassisted
Mr.
Henderson,
land,
by
one being South Paris men, were called. of each month.
W. R. C.— Meets In New G. A. R. llall, Mon.
land soloist, and Mrs. Cora S. Brings \
M Mnrch is at the Eve ami Kar InIf. Bolster presented a table of prices day evening.
of an accompanist. Admission 25 cents.
for lights as charged in several villages) Ν. K. O. P.—Lakctlde Lodge, No. 177, meets In
-ii.try in I'ortlaml for treatment
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wedwhich has troubleil him for some
e\i
The ladies of the Good Cheer Society in Maine. Part of these were published nesday
evenings of each month
time.
will serve a valentine supper and enter- two years ago, but the list has been re-, Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
vised and added to. It shows the rates | No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
Feb.
14th.
tainment
the
of
Supper
Tuesday,
entertainment
and
[ lie supper
after which the on most classes of lighting to bo con- evening.
will be served at
.men of the Congregational church
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 19a. meets
will make their sec- siderably less on the average than those | tecond and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
«
be given Thursday evening of this Snowball Minstrels
*
of
month.
the
Oxford
Co.
uew
ond appearance with an entire
Light
pro-1
week.
U. O. G. C-—Norway Commander)·, No. 247,
A
list
was
L·.
satisfaction
Alton
presented by
gramme.
They gave great
j
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
The second of the series of musicales last year ami can't help but be
more | Wheeler, giving the rates paid by Soutn
each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, roeet< In RyerParis
and
t the Schubert Quartette will be given
a
will
A
sociable
this
consumers,
ehowing
grea
year.
j
appreciated
to
v Mrs. Smiley's Wednesday evening of follow the
Prices as, deal of variation in the prices of those | ιοη hall, every Thursday evening, September to
entertainment.
first and third Thursday evenings, May
May,
who pay a flat rate.
this week. The invitations are out.
usual.
The chairman of the committee of the
i.-e cream and food booth, for the Good
t eer Bazaar, asks all the committee to
it κrt at the lailies' parlor at :ί;:ί·ι Nedn stlay afternoon for a committee meet-

unable to say just bow cold it
Sleepy Hollow one night recently
My thermometer, a new one I got espec
tally manufactured for the Aroostook
trade, registering 78 degrees below zero,
got unruly. The mercury got bashful
aud retreated into the bulb out of sigh!

I

was

should be to relieve the lungs. This is
best accomplished by the free use of
This
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Remedy liquéfiée the tough mucus and
causes its expulsion from the air cells of
the lungs, produces a free expectoration,
and opens the secretions. A complete
This remedy will
cure soon follows.
cure α severe cold in less time than any
other treatment and it leaves the system
in a natural and healthy condition. It
counteracts any tendency toward pneumonia. For sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;

Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
CHAMBERLAIN'S

STOMACH

AND

ΠΥΟΜΚΙ

CUHKS

BIMPI.K

BY

C'ATA KKH

F. A. 8HUBTLF.FF

IIHKATHIXU.

& CO.

REFUND MONK Y IF IT FAILS TO CURK.

long stride

toward solving the mystery of curing catarrh wan taken with
In fact, the
the discovery of Ilyomei.
percentage of cures by this treatment
prove* it equal to the final tests.
The folly of taking medicine into the
stomach to cure catarrh of the nose,
throat and lungs, has been realized by
but not until Ilyomei was
nown, had they a practical method that
A

PRICESI
AT

Maxim & Russell's.
Μ
56
«
"
100
lb·. 1 40
per 100
"
1M
"
1 *>
"
I 15
"
14δ
"
140
"
125
"
130
"
1 35
per ba'e, 30
per WO lb·. 76
"
»
per "bbl. 6 50
β 30
"
« 36
"
0 35
"
«00
"
675
"
7 00
"
7 00
"
6 75
"

Wheat,

Seed Meal

would obviate stomach drugging.
Winter bran,
A complete Hyomei outfit costs but Ptlk bran
standard
bran,
$1, and consists of a neat pocket inhaler Fancy middlings
that can be used anywhere without at- C'lmax middling*,
tracting attention, a medicine dropper Iirown middling»,
Ml ted feed,
Haakell stock feed
Baled «having·,
Choice hay,

Extra bottles

and a bottle of Hyomei.
of Hyomoi cost but 50c.

Breathing Hyomei through the inhaler, every particle of air that enters
the nose, throat and lungs, is charged
with a healing balsam that soothes and
allays all irritation, kills the catarrhal
germs and enriches the blood with additional ozone.
F. A. ShurtleiT «& Co. have so much
faith in the power of Hyomei to cure
catarrh, that they are selling it under
their personal guarantoe to refund the
money if it does not give positive relief.

Smaw

I

*

Ideal flour
Stock's Ileet Patent
Lily White
White Loaf,
Harveat King,
Crosby Bread Flour,
Diamond «rea l Flour,
Gold Medal Bread Flour,
Columbue, a Blended Flour,

Hay and Straw
grain.

for

exchange

taken in

Foil NiViE,

Saws!

Saws!

One 31 light dynamo, compara-

price, etc., inquire |
ARTHUR HEBBARD,

new.

For

Norway,

"Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver TabHorse for Sale.
lets are, in my judgment, the raoet su- Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of
perior preparation of anything in use to- each week.
Good horse, weighs about 1400,
are
sure
in
day for constipation. They
all
Place near fair grounds.
single or double, kind and
action and with no tendency to nauseate
safe. Price right.
or gripe.
For sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
C.
C.
South Paris; Noyes Drug Store, NorA
way; Jones Drug Store, Oxford.
Maine.
Paris.
WHAT

A*RE

right

Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets. A new remedy for stomach
troubles, biliousness, and constipation,
and a good one. Price 25 cents. For
sale by Shurtleff A Co., South Paris;
Jones Drug Store; Oxford; Noyes Drug

United State· Branch of the

cent, secured

as

follows

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Intere-t

All other ^eeur.tles

accrued,

Brik'**. ι f·
Kurbank. c.
Penfo >i. l.b.
Noisier, r b.

r

r.f.

&B. AZ.S. PRINCE,

Dr. Austin

I is distinguished from all Othera by |
ils full flavor, delirious quality and
absolute

purity.

Discharge.

Legislative

It is

especially valuable for the cough of children

Your money refunded if lesults

!

|

bottle.

a

PREPARED AND SOLD ONLY BY

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
Pliarmaolsts.

j'™») Maine.
F. A.

NIK'RTLKFF * CO.

81IÛRTLKFF

CO.

A

( I
, ,
1 1

h

ι

Bolster & Co.

Dayton

improving and enlarging

Wall Paper and
Curtain Department

Parpet,

and will show March 1st the
largest and best stock we have
evey carried.

Market

33

Square,
MAINE.

PARIS,

IOUTH

I

School Shoes.

Our Daisy

Is

ah£lutely

ne Cow

A Whole

Stylish, Serviceable

Clothes for very little money.
ju«t

Caribou

good

they

Our Mid-Winter Mark-Down Sale is the

Company, Limited.

Shrewd

Buyers' Opportunity.

Suits and Overcoats.

$7-50,

^

Hay

proportion
Bargain

to Press.

tify

Boys'
Heavy

Fur Coats Cut to Close.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

spewing

good large

sitting

cheap,

grounds.

good

South f*aris.

Boys and

and it carries

our

It's

guarantee.

sensible, serviceable and

stylish

a

shoe.

Comes in Vici Kid and liox Calf, lace
or

button.

J.

IlJ

to

75
i.oo

to II,

"

44

$

S,

Sizes 6 to

1.25

2

F. PLUMMER, SSL·.
31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

Family Can be Fitted Out

In Warm,

Commercial

School Shoe for

a

Girls that is made of Solid Leather,

J

\

satisfactory.

not

are

Price 25 cents

ÏERBERT

ft

as

imme-

cau*e

to double the floor space their

Se*eraj

..

or

Jan.

«**>/;

djj

cold will

its promot use for a slight <ugh
diate relief, while cases of long standing and apparently
incurable character often yield to its curative powers

Are

ÎESSE

—

MIII'RTI.EFF * CO.

hnM cured other·, il will cure you.
This remedy should he in the hands of every family,

will he at Elm House, Norway
Thursday, Feb. 2, and ist Thoriday
Office
of each following month.
hours, 10 :-$o A m to 4 p. M.
Eyes Examined free.

made hie
Died.
short visit the first of
he week. Jack as usual is full of busiIn Paris, Feb. 1, Mrs. Martha Doe, aged 83
ΚΉ8 but delighted to visit his former years.
In Turner, Jan 31, Wm. Davis, son of Mr.
for
a
and
old
lonie
friends
day.
and Mrs. F. W.TIrrcIl aged 5 days.
At the annual meeting of the Y. T. C.
In <outh Paris, Feb. 6, Mrs. Nancy A Mason,
J. of the Universalist church Wedues- aged 71 years.
In Vorway, Jan 31, Leroy L. Merrlam, aged
B.
at
Cumminirs'
Stephen
lay evening,

Λ.

PINE TREE COUGH SYRUP

J

Tenney,

Oculist,

F.

SIHTRTLEFF A CO.

A.

ï.
COCOA

a

F.

I

F. A.

Ι.ιλβι'ιπιη
♦2,133,8β<!.;>4
W. J. WHKKLKR A CO., Agents,
South Paris, Me.

Main.©.

Norway,

2 Stores,

Total

Dingham,
Or. Harry Nevers, Monday.
J. Wesley Swan of Montreal

DON'T FORGET THE PLACE.

Clear.** and Intuitifle· ϋ»«· hair,
l'roiiiutc· a luxuriant growth.
Kcver Fails to Hoetore Gray
Hair to lta Youthful Colo;*·
Cures ermlp ί1ί«*α·.»·§ k hair falling.
50c, and 11 <« > at l>rua;Uti

φ 48,021 no
Losses adjusted and not due
154,702 (0
Looses unailjueted
for
furLosses In suspense, waiting
1β.87β 00
ther proof
43,077.'.*5
All other claim· against tlio Company
Amount necessary to reinsure out1,871,120.!".)
standing risks

improved

AND BE READY FOR THE FIRST HOT WAVE.

*3.202,875.74

LIABILITIES:

In Rethel, Feb. 1, to the wife of Cory don
Stowell, a son
In Hiram, Nov. 15. to the wife of Calvin B.
was referred the resolve for state aid for
Huntress, a daughter (Adella Vera)
In No th I'arls, Jan. 31, to the wife of Frank
Home
the Norway Old Ladies1
reported Keen,
a son.
'ought not to pass" on same last week.
Charles F. Ridlon is determined to
Married.
maintain his position as the leadiug
jrocer in Norway by keeping up wiih
methods of busiill new and
In West Paris, Jan 28, bv Ο. K. Yates, Eei|,
He has exchanged his Mr Wlliard Thomas Pearl of Turner and Miss
3ess in hie line.
Belie Rowe of Burktlelil.
>ld cash register for an up to date one. Myrtle
In Oxford, Jan. 28, by Koscoe F. Staples, K-i|
[t is nickel plated, with a ten drawer Mr. Ueorge Heslop and Miss Lillian Irving, both
piartcred oak cabinet and one of the ofInOxford.
Norway, Jan 24. by Rev. B. S Hideout. Mr.
nost complete in the market. Each
Harry French and Mis* Ethel Mae Bradbury,
-lerk lias a separate cash drawer so the both of Norway.
In Rumford Falls. Jan. 23. by Rev. Fr. La-esponsibility of any mistakes can at Flamme,
Mr. James P. McGee ami Miss Theresa
mce be fixed.
A. Connors, both of Rumf >rd Falls
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn II. Cushman
In Rumford Falls, Feb. 2. by Rev. <». B. Han.
eturned from their wedding trip to naford, Mr. Ansel E. Taylor and Mise Carrie
with Mrs. Cushman's brother, Hall, both of Rumford.

DO YOUR DRESSMAKING BEFORE WARM WEATHER

32,885 <2

Total Asskts

SILKS FOR SHIRT

ARE CONSTANTLY ARRIVING.

c

The man who took my sleigh on
the 14th of January to return it at
Dnce, or I shall make serious trouble
for him.
Η. M. BERRY,
South Paris. I

:

GOODS,

DRE8S

WOOL

WAIST SUITS AND TRIMMINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

WANTED.

United States Government Honda
Xothlug .Wore Dangerous
Market value 29M&0 oo
The Foot-Ease NantThan Cutting Corns
"
"
825,00000
Bond·
"
tar>* Corn Pad cure b absorption. Something H .te
"
008.435.tO
Municipal Bonds
ei tliely new. The San'tary oils ami v.mors <lo
·'
"
Bond»
1,187,202.5·
Railroad
Sold bv all Druggists, 25c. or by mall,
the work
S.HN.tst
otherwise secured
«ample mile FREE. Address, Allen S. oltn- Ue>'ts
158,3 (ϊΤ'ί
Debts for premiums
ste I. Le Roy, Ν. Y.
due and

Eighteen to twenty-six below zero
Tuesday and Wednesday mornings.
The legislative committee to whom

NEW

South

I UIIIIIVH|
ΟΓ Xjondon.
On the 3let 'lay of December, 1904.
The name of the Company I* the Phœnlx Ah.
Store, Norway.
It le located
surance Co., Limited, of Lonilnn.
A. I».
at No. 47 Cedar Mreet. New York, Ν. Υ.
IRVING, Manager, Hotc Office, London, KnMoth r Gray'j Swet Powder; for Children,
K'Vd.
Successfully use by Mother Hray, nurse In the
The Assets of the Company In the U. S. are
Children's Iloiue In New York. Cure Feverish·
ness, llH<l Stomach, Teething Disorders. move hh follow*:
«nil regulate the Bowels anil Destrov WormH
Cadi on hand and In the hands of
OverSO.OtO testimonials
They nerer fail. At all
I 385,587.37
Agents or other person»
druggl-ts, 25c. Sample FREfc. A dress, Allen Honda owned by the Company, bearS. 01mstc<l, Ιλ Roy, Ν. Y.
ing Interest at the rate of—per

Born.

ANOTHER LOT OF WAISTINGS FOR 49o. PER PATTERN THAT HAVE BEEN SELLING FOR 50c. PER YARD.

K.JACKSON,

South Paris,

THEY?

A. F. 0. AT 10c.

i

|

DEARBORN,

OF
WE CAN ALSO GIVE YOU A BEAUTIFUL LINE

Maine.

Wanted.
c, Johneon.
(15 t ears.
Tewksbury.
the
Candlemas I>.ty was as bright as any
>n
Whitman
following
Street,
son
of
Jan.
Merlin
to take charge of
In
wife
North Lovell,
2»,
D.,
Man and
11. Wittier.
λ mos and Nettle Lawler, aged 3 years, 9 months,
one could desire, and the weather since
ithcere were elected :
for the coming
farm
.lohoaou 4. Wilder,' laParis
town
the
3,
Quail,
Tewksbury
davs.
12
has been sufficiently frigid to justify «un 1. Hurl-auk Goals from fout», to· Lewi
President—Eda V. Krost.
In liumford Falls, Jan. 28, Wllilam Rowe, aged \ear.
Vice-President— \ 'Ice L. Schnucr.
Ιιιιβοη S. Kor Parle, by C'lae η S.
35
fully all the old saws. Still, as it has t«>n, by ·'·HaroM
years.
candle power.
Sec.—Annie L. Oanforth.
Politics.
Franki.in Maxim,
In Norway, Jan. 27, Chert L. Paraganl, aged
heen bright, clear weather without Keferoe,
ror tue opposition λιγ. iieain inane a
Treas.—Maud Mixer.
B5 years. 5 months, 15 day
C. Ho\VH,
storms, probably Our Cheerful Neighbor
es:
of
Comndtt
Chairmen
brief opening, stating that the Oxford
In Sumner, Jan. 26, Μοβ. Adetltie A. Stetson,
Lookout Com.—Hattle M Merrill.
will declare that it has beeu a beautiful
[enry D. Hammond,
aged 83 years
I'aris High School won its game Fri- Light Co. purchased the power plant
Uladvs V. Buck.
Devotional Com
wife
Mrs.
Stella
In
Jan.
27.
winter week.
Plngrce,
Bu<-ktield,
5. Young.
Selectmen of Paris.
day evening with Gould Academy by a from the Wallaces in 1807, paying for it Social Com.—Charlotte
of Olln l'Iniiree, aged 29 rears.
The Aoimry Receipt Hook tent FREE.
Relief Com —Florence Hut well
A large uuiuber of the $M),000 in bonds; that it had never paid
I>< East Waterford, Feb. 1, Infant son of Mr.
The Paris tirante had a tine meeting score of 11 to 0.
South
Paris,
Two-cent-t-a-week—SuMe Walker.
23, 1905.
The Walt* M. Lowney Co., Boston, Mas,
and Mrs Freeman Stanley.
liould Academy students accompanied a dollar to the stockholders in any way,
un Saturday with programme of
Post Oflice Mission Com.—Elsie A. favor.
In
William
Perkins.
Jan
29,
Stow,
iM otns.
recitation» ami music from the their team ami supported it in a loyal even the officers of the company having
In RrownQeld. Jan. 28, Mrs. Ernest L Frlnk.
Leroy L. Merriam, while returning
WΚ need a reliable man (or woman) to sell our
In Sweden, Jan. 22, Mrs. Lucy, wife of Stephen
side of which Leon Brooks is captain. manner. The game was started a lit tie given their services without compensarom C. W. Home's, by way of Bridge
Family remédiée direct to the homes of South
H.
team
Rt'llon, awed tie years.
tion. The prices charged for lights,
ahead of ti»ue to enable the Bethel
Game laws were discussed.
St ady work ami good pa ν to the right
l'art».
about
afternoon
dark,
Bankrupt's Petition for
Street, Tuesday
In Denmark, Feb. 3. Charles O. Pendexter.
OIUco
he said, were too low to allow the plant luffered a stroke of
I>erson. Address, "II," Democrat
t.lan to go to Pomona at Bryant s 1 ond to return on the eveniug train.
I
near the
the matter of
apoplexy
the
a
have
and
will
well
matched
were
showed
He
to be operated at a profit.
The teams
The grange
HERBERT Ε. M\eON,
,n Tuesday.
{) In Bankruptcy.
:orner of Orchard and Bridge Streets.
lirst
the
In
hall
Bankrupt.
was
the
corntheir
made
at
that
a
Notice*.
gtme exciting throughout.
sale of fancy articles
by
proposition
WINTER MEAT EAlINU
He was at once taken to his home, corner
halt Gould gained a slight advantage, puny to the assessors of the South Paris Main and Pleasant
ο the Hon. Ci.akknck Uai.k, Judge of the Die.
Thursday, Feb. 23.
Streets, but never
iu Village Corporation in 11103 to submit
trlct Court of the United States for the District
with the score 5 to
thehaJf
ending
at
and
died
a
consciousness
]
-ecovered
have
Co.
Λ
Shurtleff
F A.
placed
of Maine :
THK POOR stomach's TALK OF WOK.
their favor. During this half only two the matter of prices to arbitration, to ibout
lie
E. M\son, of Bethel, In the
"♦
in
the
o'clock
»«»
evening.
store,
in
their
eight
t,e* cash register
JUDICIARY.
JL'ST NOW MI-O-NA IS KEEDED.
uf the I'aris meu who played Wednesday which no attention was ever paid. He vas born in
County of Oxford, ami State of Maine, In
has a sepaNorway in 1840. For some
ιiu a handsome cabinet case
on Judiciary will give a pubin the then presented to the committee an offer
DUtrlet.
lid
Committee
the game,
The
respectfully represents that on
were in
evening
At this season of the year thousands
iine he has been in very poor health,
rate cash drawer and a different-toned
10-27th day of August, last past, be was duly
lic hcarln/ In Its room at the State Hou«e In
second half Bolster and Briggs were sub- of the company to eubmit the matter of [le leaves one brother, Milton 11. Mer- of people are already showing the ill Αι
under the Àctaof Congress rebankrupt
IJudged
gusta,
bell for each cleric, and is one of the
stituted for Keene au·! Merrill. Al- prices to arbitration by the committee
W EDNESDAY, Feb 8.190S, at 2 o'clock I· M.
tting to Bankruptcy; Mutt he lui* duly aurren■iam, of North Norway. Services at the symptoms that are sure to result from
most complete of these modern machines
On an act to repeal section 20 of
ered all his property itnd rights <<f property,
No. lb
this half was 5 minutes shorter before whom the hearing was held, a
meatthough
Indoor
winter
diet.
life,
usual
afternoon.
tiie
[jniverealist church Thursday
The register
nd lia-* fully compiled with all the requirement»
that is manufactured.
chapter (10 of the revised statutes relating to
than the lirst, I'aris succeeded ill scoring sub-committee of that committee, or a
f said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
The eleventh annual ball of the Nor- eating, hearty food, lack of exercise, Agricultural Societies.
formerly in use here will he placed m S points to (iould 1. The team during commission of three; or to sell the whole
It bankruptcy.
ventilation
and
at
held
will
be
spell
Association
overwork,
Clerks1
poor
way
the firm's West Paris store.
form
in
better
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
this half played together
plant or one-half the plant to the village ;he Opera House on Tuesday evening, "sickness," and poor health.
" E.
ν the Court to have a full discharge from all
ΙΛΙ.ΛΝΙ» FienKRIEfl AM) OA
Between fifty and sixty members of than ii has at any previous time.
corporation at a price to be fixed by a [t promises as usual to bo the event of
If the stomach cannot do its work
cbts provable against his estate under said
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and (tame
Mt Pleasant Kebekah L«nlge visited Mt.
Although I'ettengill of Gould was commission—but in no case to bo less Jie season. Supper will be served at properly, ill health is sure to follow.
ankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
wll' gtvo a public hearing In It* room at the State
titled by law from such dlscli irge.
Hope Lodge at Norway Friday eveuing, Riven a number of tries for goals from than the bonded debt of the compauy.
Concert Hall. Muftic under the direc- Mi-o-na is the one medicine that assures IIi-umc In Augu«ta,
Dated this Uth day of January, A. l>. I'JUft.
Innsporta- fouls lie threw only 2. (Mason on the
George Ε. M acorn be r of Augusta, rep- ;ion of W. S. Stearns, fourteen pieces.
TUESDAY, Feb. 21, at 3 P. M.
according to invitation.
a natural digestion, that strengthens the
HEItlSKRT Ε MASON, Itankhipt.
tho protection of gray squirrels
for
act
un
On
iither hand threw *> goals out of »i tries. resenting the Oxford Light Co.," gave a
all
irriheals
tion had to be bv team, as no
and
Improvements of an important and stomach, that soothes
un certain lands to Fryeburg.
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I
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business
of
the
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team
score:
The
The
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company.
inflammation
history
and
running.
degree
ι He said that the
pleasing feature have been made at the tation, congestion,
0. A>
ant Lodge initiate*! live candidates, and
company bought the •ffice of the Norway and Paris Street the stomach or bowels. It is this that
r. h. s.
>I8TKICT ok Mai.sk, Hrt.
D. 1SW5, on read,
i.b. Carter I plant in 1897,
after the work a good supper was served i;iu<H>n, r.f.
paying therefor with Railway. The office proper has been makes it a certain and guaranteed cure The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Uame Onthethis 21st day of Jan.,It A.
r.b. Vail.
foregoing petition, Is
ijr
in bonds, supposing that it was
will give a public hearlrg In Its r om at the
It was a late Keene. Mrl***, I f.
bv the Norway lodge.
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troubles.
stomach
and
all
for
the
a
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to
the
the
hearing be had
moved
Ordered by
Court,
building
c. KrsUne.
Burbank ç.
State House, In Augusta Thursday, Feb. 9, Ht
In time it
A.D.
hour, or rather an early one. when the
If the digestion is impaired, the blood 2 p. M On petition of l< Ε. Brown and 20 other»,
r.f. Petti-ngHI. an unfailing water power.
pon the same on the 10th day of Feb.,
:he front part will be used as a waiting
In said Disat
said
Portland,
Court
before
inwas
[ f. Kin». developed that the water power
r.b.
Merrill.
is impoverished and becomes tilled with also petition of M. V. Kerry and 20 other··, for !X>5, at 10 o'clock In tho forenoon; and that noparty returned.
roouf for the patrons of the road.
launches
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use
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law
of
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to
install
and
was
r.
it
UoaU lîuri^nk ». ''rte**. PeltenxUI. Kr»ktoe. sufficient,
necessary
deranging the onpeil
It is reported that Mr. and Mrs. Verne poisonous impurities,
Ice thereof be published In the Oxford Demol.ower Kczar pond for hunting duck.
Wednesday forenoon the horse attached Uu.ws from fou!*, fur r«rl*. by CIhhod 5. tor 1 a steam plant. The boilers gradually
W.
rat, a newspaper printed In said DUtrlet, and
11. Whitman will enjoy their summer whole system and causing sickness and
Kich Co., loft i.ou «t. bv l*et'entrlll
Thursday, Feb. IK. at 2 I'. Η. O.i petition of
Keferee and umpire, I
to the fish cart of E.
hat all known creditors, and other iHsrsons In
and
it
became
to
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act
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the
30
others
pre·
efficiency,
L. Klllngwood and
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acting
I It raw «ter
upon
in Norway.
suffering.
vacation
the
while
driver,
the
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ntoreet, may appear at the said time and place,
Square
standing
vent
flshlog or still llehlng In Rangeley
necessary to install new and larger boilnd show cause, If any they have, why the
Mrs. Geo. I. Gummings is visiting her stomach and digestive organs cures sleep- lake9.plug
ι Hell Kich, was doing au errand, took it
Hebron Academy defeated Kockland ; ers, which had been done within a few
nervous troubles, headaches,
rayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
On petition of M. I!. Tlbbetts ami 49 others
int.. his head that he preferred to go \. M. C. A. Friday evening in basket weeks. No dividends had ever been brother, Albert 0. Stuart, in Marlboro, lessness,
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
and
weakness
and
same.
for
Stuart is very sick.
backachee,
Mr.
general
a
Mass.
made
He
started.
he
so
he
10.
quite
Clerk shall send by mall to all known credof
ÔI
to
9
Although paid, nor had any of the officers received
home,
ball by the .-core
On petition of Cliae. Sumner Cook and others
called Gounty debility.
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lors copies of said petition an 1 this order, adso careful
salary
question
wasn't
and
start
the
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quite
same.
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for
•luick trip,
the game
In addition to the first price
1 a salary.
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the
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are
last
If
the
to
ailing
you
capital city
Attorney Barnes
about it as he would have been ifDtll Kocklaud played a clean, snappy and of the
ta ted.
plant, about $22,000 had been ex- week. That salary question is a live one are that it is due to a diseased stomach,
However,
!
had been holding the reins
Witness
the Hon. Clahknck IIalk, Judge of
circumadverse
against
Uame
plucky game
pended in additions aud improvements. truly, but not as much so in Oxford as but you can be cured by using Mi-o-na. The Committee on Inland Fisheries and at
lie said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
the
everything turned up at home right side st;iuces aud deserves much credit. This
On cross-examination of Mr. Macom- in some other counties.
& Co., the reliable will give α public hearing In Its room
α said District, on the'21st day of Jan., A. D.
A.
Shurtlcff
F.
Ask
at
state House, In Augusta, Thursday, Feb. 9,
was by far the best game to watch that
up. àud nothing broken.
905.
bcr, it was developed that this additional
The hypnotist at the Opera House this drug firm, to show you the strong guar- 2 I'. M. On an act to amend section II of chapter
JAM ES Ε. IIEWΕΥ, Clerk.
iu the Hebron gym-i cost was not in the form of cash expend[L. β ]
Mi- 32 of the Revised Statute· rotating to close time
The trustees of the Oxford County has been played
under which Mi-o-na is sold.
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some
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at
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for
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beaver.
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a
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but
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Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
iture,
money
A gricultural Society
Fred A. Cole of Westbrook was in o-na costs but 50c. a box. If it does not
C. C. KINSMAN, Secretary.
the whole game, a! the directors had endorsed notes. It
the fair grounds Wednesday, ami com- foul made during
on business. help you the price is
nothing.
week
last
several
town
days
which speaks verv well for the in- has recently been transferred into an
pleted their work on the premium list fact
Editor Sanborn and Frank H. Noyes
LKGAL AFF11RS.
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of both teams. issue of
for this vear s fa.r. Very few changes dividual playing qualities
$20,000 of second mortgage returned from their southern trip WedThe Committee on I.egil Affairs will give a
team plays Gould AcademyHebron
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directors.
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the
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list
only
s
made,
bonds,
by
from last year
Lady or gentleman of fair education to travel
a month's absence.
after
room nt the state House In
Its
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nesday
hearing
public
next Wednesday evening, Feb. 8.
On
The Oxfoid Light Co. has recently been
69.
ones of importance being the addition of
Salary $1,072 per
or a firm of $130,000 capital.
Gheri L. Paragard passed away Friday
Augusta. Tuesday, Feb 7. 1905. No.
sold to the Norway and Paris Street
ut tltlon of Danville I.. I'ean and eighteen others
another premium for grange exhibit, as
ear and expenses, paid weekly. Address
at the age of sixty-five years and
of London England.
furnish
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to
jurors
enable
law
to
for
plantations
M. l'ERCIVAl*, South Paris, Me.
Railway Co., and there is now on the live months. He has been in feeble
Silver Medal Contest.
previously mentioned, and the making
the same as towns.
Ah cte Dec. 31, 11104.
of
teet
of a new class of drawing oxen,
health for a long time but death came
| A silver medal speaking contest, un-1 property SI 18,000 in bonds,—$80,000
63
$2,331,1)60
anil
Stocke
Bonds,
Street
of
Co.
Oxford Light
,·. inches and over.
bonds, $18,000
The price
admis-, der the
rather unexpectedly. Ile was born in Ca*h In Odlce ami Hank
826,0M 68
auspices of the W. C. 'Γ. U.. was
siou for adults was raised from *0 to -So j
Railway bonds, aud $20,000 second mort- France and came to Norway from North Agent»' Balances,
308,21866
held at the Congregational church Sat10
at
6,783 34
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entire
the
and
cet
Intei
Rente,
property.
cents, that for children remaiuing
Yarmouth some thirty-five years ago. All other Assets,
evening, with eeven contestants. ! gage,
207 07
urday
when
in
that
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Macomber
Mr.
years
cents as before.
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could run by water entirely they
they
$2,871,2*4 88
in Go. E, 17th Maine
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was offered
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at
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Union,
h
Paris
bout
presided,
represented
12,867 78
made a little surplus, which was conand served to the close of the war. l>e<lu t Items not admitted,
hearing on its lighting bill at Augusta by Mrs. ( lifford. \ ocal selections were sumed in making up the deficit on the Vole.,Raw
service at
He
Fredericksburg,
$2,858,416 65
Admlt'ed Assets,
last week by a good delegation, who fol- given by Mrs. Noyee and Mr. Cutting,
years when it was necessary to run by Gettysburg, The Wilderness, SpotsylvaLiabilities Dec. 81,1904.
lowed the hearing with a great deal of with Mrs. Tenfold at the organ. The steam a
large part of the time, as it has nia, Petersburg and Appomatox. Mrs. Ni t
$ 186,98544
interest. All of them were
Present following programme was carried out:
Unpal I I.nstes
been this year.
five
children:
1,306.043 82
with
Premiums
Unea nod
Paragard survives
Miss Louise Sumner.
throughout the two stssious on Tuesday
Keu«,
Mr. Young, the superintendent of the
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All
other
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Herman C. of Lynn, Mass.,
Arthur Marston
were two months
810.000 00
afternoon ami evening, and a good part The Volunteer Urxsnlst,
now as
as
the
Cash Capital Deposit
The clothes are
M lee Nellie Webb. light company, testified regarding
Proctor of Norway, Franie H., Milbury Suri lus over all Liabilities
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«if them remained through Wednesday. Ke-eueil
and Mr Cutting. varying fiat rates introduced, that most
..........Mr.
Noyes
were
services
Funeral
P.
and Myron
is yet to come.
Those who went were Hon. .'a'ues
J'"'.'
...Mia. Miv l»avU. of them were made many years ago be- U.,
iFv^iBoe ufth? Crn-a 'e
#2.858,416 65 |
ago, and half the winter
held Tuesday at the late residence on Total LI ibllltles a-d urplus,
Mies |,u M Kiel·».
W Ine Cup
1 be
Wright, J. Hastings Bean. Albert I
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fore the organization of the Oxford Light Paris Street
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I
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by
Park Win. O. Frothingham, John
South Parle, Maine.
Co., and had been allowed to stand.
The tt Mow «ml Her Only CUM
floral offerings were beautiful. InterScott, Herbert G. Fletcher J. H.
Mi»· Hose Murphy.
Two experts were called to testify re- ment at Pine Grove
cemetery.
Silas
N\
heeler,
N. 1). Holster, Alton C.
3wlw·
*Jr. Culling. garding the construction and operation Etta Nevers, who was thrown from a
Union
P. Maxim, Walter P. Maxim. George M.
The quality of the speaking was uni- of a plant—Thomas Hawkins, superinon Parie Street and now suffers
Forbes.
form and high, and the committee, scor- tendent of the Rockland, Thomaston and sleigh
Atwood, and Arthur E.
with a broken leg, ie getting along niccly.
Assurance
scale of points, found they had Camden electric road, and Mr. Ives, an
Dr A. I. Harvey of Lewiston has ing on a
Her m&ny friends call upon ber and
The judges electrical
a very close decision.
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made
Assets Dcc 31,1904.
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representative
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suit
time
against Capt
brought
assist her in passing the
by reading Pf>« ] Estate
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all
little
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tion as very fair and had
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This is the third to make of them. They disagreed with tained Mt.
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to Miss Rose Murphy.
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expense
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in the Supreme Court at Auburn
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and maintenance, especially in
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James S Wright is counsel for Capr
operation
work.
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and undoubtedly their infiueuce has the matter of depreciation of plant. Mr.
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Tribou. It will be remembered that on
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good.
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midst
driving
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judgment that the Oxford Light Co. is home on Bridge Street Tuesday evening.
storm. Dr. Harvey, who had wmef">"
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man to get an ap- now making a lose on the lights which it
Maine
first
car
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street
made
the
off
been
have
Norway, got
Some improvements
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$10 Values now
Llabll ties Dec. SI, 1901.
Douglas of furnishes in South Paris, that loss at the Norway Grand Trunk freight
ed to cross the street to the Grand Trunk pointment by Governor
6
67
4M.228
to
$
his estimate,
Vet Unpaid Losses
station, when he collided with the team i Massachusetts, is W. E. Luddeu, Esq., amounting, according to
station in the freight agent's office.
$8, 7 50, Values now
Unearned Piemlume,
of Capt. Tribou, who vas driving home. who has been appointed municipal judge $145 per year.
262,f40 10
S. C. Foster was called to North Yar- AII other Liabilities
4.
He is a native of Oxford
Letters were introduced from quite a mouth
1,529,186 19 $6, 5, Values now
Dr. Harvey was knocked down and run ; of Saugus.
Wednesday by the eickness of his Surplus overall Liabilities
aud formerly practiced law in number of business houses and indi- mother who suffered a
• county
shock.
over.
in
same
paralytic
cut
Pants
$5,121,74810
Total Liabilities and Surplus
Suits, Owrcoats, and Odd
Youths' and
viduals of Norway, customers of the
Auburn.
Mrs. Daniel Dunn of Lynn, Mass.,
C. E.TOLMAN, Agent.
On account of the engine giving out at
Oxford Light Co., stating that the visited her Norway friends this week.
Me.
South
Parts,
Ulsters,
Reefers, Work Coats and Odd Trousers
All
sb
the power station, the plant
service was satisfactory.
PERFECT CONFIDENCE.
Mr. Dunn was formerly a foreman in the
in the middle of the evening Wednescomthe
before
final
The
I
arguments
Pric<s.
Where l here used to be a feeling ο
at
Norway shoe factory and now holds an
were made Wednesday, and atday, and both lights and car
uneasiness and worry in the household mittee
excellent position In Lynn.
until 8 O'clock the next
a number of the people
tracted
quite
of
when a child showed symptoms
croup,
Those who have hay to press nog
number of people who ha
about the state house who had no spe- ANOTHER CASE OF RHEUMATISM
nveniuu there is n.w perfect confidence. This is
one village to the other for the
matter. Mr.
the
in
at once*
Interest
cial
subject
of
Cham·
success
uniform
owing to the
CURED BY CHAMBERLAIN'S PAIN
ha»l to walk home
Through the
Heath, in closing for the opposition,
COME AND SEE US.
C. B. Cummings & Sons,
were kep< berlain's Cough Remedy in the treatBALM.
and
ie
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Friday
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ment of that disease. Mrs. M. I. Bas contended
;
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the
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evenings
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Pain
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business
Chamberlain's
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The efficacy of
ol now doing
ford, of Pooleeville, Md., in
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»
sary to shut down again.
than that allowed by the courts Balm in the relief of rheumatism la beher experience in the use of that remedy income
for
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Friday, the plant was shut downforen«
state
the
of
demonstrated
Trip·
io
daily.
ing
Stovea for Sale.
says: "I have a world of confidence
tirely to give an opportunity
service corporations, and laid lett, of Grigsby, Va., says that Chamtut Chamberlain'· Cough Remedy for I have public
room
sized
that berlain's Pain Balm gave him permanent
One
his
thorough overhauling and repair of
stress
point
principal
upon
ami used it with perfect success. My child great
engine. Meanwhile keroseue lamps dis- Garland is subject to severe attacks ol the legalizing of a compoting service in relief from rheumatism in the back when stove, but little used, and one
to
service
caudles were called into
the
a portion of its territory was practical everything else failed, and be would not wood cook
at Denrstove,
croup and it always gives him prompl
For Infants and Chiidrsn.
pel the gloom. Up to the time of gouui relief."
For sale by Shurtleff & Co. confiscation of a part of the property be without it. For sale by Shurtleff A
fair
near
I!
saw
the
the
man,
noon
born's,
to press Monday
repays
and franchise of the Oxford light Co., Co., South Paris; Jonea Drug Store,
, South Pari·; June· Drug Store, Oxford ;
not been completed, so the power pi»"'
without even an offer of any compensa- Oxford; NoyeaDrng Store, Norway.
Noyee Drug Store, Norway.
to not yet in operation.
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DON'T PASS THEM.

"

Cracked corn,

Oate

Cotton

FAVORITES THE BARNABY GINGHAMS
FOR 15c
HAVE RETURNED AND WE ARE SHOWING TBBM
THESE ARE A GREAT BARGAIN, SO
32 INCHES WIDE.
OUR OLD

$0 01
perbu»b.
"

Corn
Meal

Ehysicians,

NEW GOODS.

~KTËW YEAR'S

You can buy a wood saw of Dear- tively
LIVER TABLETS. UNEQUALLED
born, the saw man, cheiper than at of
FOR CONSTIPATION.
any place in Oxford County.
Mr. A. R. Kane, a prominent druggist
of
Baxter
SAWS CUT OVER
Springs, Kansas, says:

September.

Norway friends

Dosing I

Cures Without Stomach

(Blue Stores.)

CASTORIA
Tk· Kind Yta Hit· Alwajs Bought

Norway.

Mark Down Sale

)f Stable and .Street BLANKETS.
at
I shall sell all my stock of winter blankets
low
at
a
price.
A few fur robes left that must go

a

birgain.

IAMES N. FAVOR, KéSI™

Norway, Maine.

91 Main St.,

Closing' Out Sale
of Ladies' Kid, Button and Lace Boots.

Former Prices from $1.50 to $3.60.
Sale Price $1.00 to close.
Can be Seen in Window.

W, 0. &, G. W.
SOUTH

Frothingham,

PARIS,

CAST0RIA For Infants and Children.
Th· Ktod You Have Alwavs Bought

MAINE.

A LOW PRICE
—

Couldn't Lift Ten Pounds.

B. Corton,
farmer and lumberman. of
Deppe, N. OL.
■ay· "I suferfor
ed
years
with my back.
It was so bad
that
I could
not walk any
nor
distance
in
ride
even
I
easy buggy.
J. Β. οοβτο.χ.
do not believe
I could have raised ten pounds of weight
from the ground, the pain was so severe.
This was my condition when I began using Doan's Kidney Pills. They quickly
relieved me and now I am never troubled
as I was.
My l»ack is strong and I can
walk or ride a long distance and feel just
S3 strong as I did twenty-five years ago.
I think so much of Doan's Kidney Pills
that I have given a supply of the remedy
to some of my neighbors aud they have
also found good results. If you can sift
anything from this rambling note that
will be of any service to you, or to any
one suffering from kidney
trouble, you
are at liberty to do so."
A FHEE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Corton will be
mailed on application to any part of the
Address Foster-Milburn
I'nited States.
Co.. Buffalo, Χ. Y. Sold by all dealers;
price, titty cents per box.

J.

up stock

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Αητηο· MndliLrf a k ketch and description may
quick!? a»-«rtaiii our opinion free whether an
invention i* pn.bcMjr patentable. Communlea•Wins strict I? coofllrtent bit. Handbook on Patenta
•«m free, oldest amnr; lor iwrunutt patenta.
Patents taken thr..Uk.-h Slutiu * Co. receive
■jxcku Hot us, wlthuui cberve. m the

Scientific Jimericatu

Κ handsomely '.Ihistratwl weeklr. T .irmet Circulation of an* scientulc Journal. Terms, 93 «
rear: fou» month». »L ijoldbjall newsdealer*.

MUNN
S Co.3i,B~*"'· New Tort
Branch Office. β» F S*t_ Washington. D. C.

A

letter.

*·. 441.—Word Murf.
2.
1. I .Hi id («ordering ou the sea.
Possessor. 3. A feminine name. 4. To
match. 3. Plants of the largest class,

HE»DQUARTEHS

>

j

Find In a period or duration: A progive forth as a sound, a small
Insect, a kind of glove, a knot.
noun. to

Long time ago. one winter's
which I believe
Occurred a
much to turn the tide of war
And free our land from shore to shore.
the corks all night
The Hessians
And carols sing in drunken glee.
The morning comes: they are a sight.
And
eyes you ne'er did see.
headed man
Meanwhile a
Takes all the fellows that he can.
as any
Each one r.s
Across a river, but not for fun.
At break of day they reach the foe.
any Hessian is awake.
of horns they go
Without the
And strike a blow for freedom's sake.
for
The Hessians tried to give
But were badly beaten for all that.
saw Washington
And the sun at
Riding away, the victory won.

Ο

Ο

Ο

ο ο ο ο ο ο
ο ο ο ο ο ο

by F. A. Shuttle* A Co.

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIO BLOCK,

NORWAY.

r«4ephon« Connection.

application.

>Vbut iuuious poeui does the picture

suggest?

440.—Triangle.
Crosswords: 1. Pertaining to practice
or manners iu reference to right und
wrong. 2. A cavity in a stove. 3. Of a
bright color. 4. The indefinite article.
No.

5. A letter.

447.—Rid diem ere*.
In Welsh, but not In Dutch;
In Spanish, but not In Greek;
In Portuguese, but not In English;
No.

WANTEO.

In Russian, but not In German;
In Sanskrit, but not In Volapuk.
My whole is a language.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
any R. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming ν ear.
E. W. PEN LEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

4-ks.—TraiiMpoeltlonn.
1. Transpose bellows aud make de2. Transpose forces in aud
liberate.
make the yod of war. 3. Transpose
No.

moving with pain or difficulty on ac4.
count of injury and make Hour.
Transpose a collar button aud make
powder. 5. Transpose to spring and
make an entreaty. 0. Transpose a lin-

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

eage and make a small measure of
7. Transpose an entrance aud
land.
Before You Purchase Any Other Write
make a perfume. 8. Transpose a girl
!
THE MEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COUPAW
and make among. 9. Transpose to ponORANGE, MASS.
Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regard· der and make large Australian birds.
**
»w Home" is made
less of quahty. but the
10. Transpose unites firmly and make
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out
situation.
We make Sewing Machines to suit all condition!

Optician.

of thetrade. The " ->»'» Home** stands at th«
head of all ΗΙκΙι.κγη*!? family sewing machine·
Mold by authoriifU dfaleno·!/·

NORWAY, MAINE.

llobba'

Soap-Making
with

limited
Bolts.

4. A shrub -with small white berries.

mill.

J.

A

Ken-1

Tiik Mason Manufacturing Co.,
South Paris, Maine.

i"very PkU|I
The caa

Dyspepsia

Banner Lyt is pulverised.
Kodol
Cure
at will, per·
may be opened and closed
Dig—to what you Mt
a small quantity at ·
of
use
the
mining
It is just the artkle reeded ia
time.
It will clean paint,
every hou^hold.
fluors, marl le and tile work, soften * iter, ι
disinfect sinks, closets and wu*te pipe»

A. W. Walker & Son,

Write for LooLiit "C+*'S

Lyt"—frtft,

TVs Pud chc^-.k-.l Wort».

Charte· KU —1

cf

Dealers in

Bum**

ICE, COAL,

PkitedrlpfcU

Co..

Cutun. Mm#

LIME, CEMENT

FOR SALE.
single horse
Punjf top.

Set of
new.

*kds.

—

Nearly

GEORGE H. DW1S,
South Pari·.

j

ALSO

Cement sidewalks made in iS and
J4 inch squares for $1.00 per square
yard. Cement steps made to order.

Stomach

South

Paris, Maine.

Τ rouble

fur more than H> years, and have used it
in my family with good success.
I have » daughter that has been troubled (or 5 or β yean with stomach comptant and the doctors could nut help her.
She came home aod told me her complaint and suffering and I told her to let
the doctor» alone and take your Elixir.
She did so and used one bottle without
any reeulta. I urged her to get more and
enlarge the dose. She did so, taking two
large teaepoonaful frequently, and had
more than 20 large stomach worms pa*»
away. She keep· it by her all the time
to use for indigestion ami now is gaining
flesh.
1 am now taking it for indigestion, and
am eating much more than formerly and
Yours truly,
am gaining in tlesb.
Freeman Gordon.
Portland, Me.

CAR

LOAD

LOTS

A

short.

are

Baa?

to

Mia.

easier for a woman to mix the
ingredients of a cake than It Is for a
husband not to mix the Instructions
•be gives him.

ft

is

PwiUr.
No. 433. -Ideographical Acrostic: 1.
Branch. 2. Oasis. 3. Strong. 4. Tithe
6. Opal. ti. Night. Initial»— Boat ou
Να 434.—Illustra let! l'usai»*: Telephone. 1. Telephone 2. Hauimer. 3.
Apple*. 4. Sl< kle. 5. Neat (I Gloves.
No. 43.Y Subtractions: Mean. man.
Feather*, father*.
Fractiou. faction.
Key

Pre»·,

to Ik»

fee

43»L—1 fctiihle l»iagotial: Parry,
•orts. Crosswords 1. I'alns. 2. Salon.
X Merry. 4. Start. Γ». Story.
No. 437. K«vl*fd Sentence: "Kducational facilities." continued grand dad,
"advance always under good men. eo
1 am for wise, alert, houest member·
favoring Immediate endowment* eduNo.

cational."

No. 438.—Preflx Puzzle: Step. Instep,
I Jot. Ingot.
Mate, inl'iime, Income.
Itoad. inroad.
Quire. Inquire.
mate.
Se>-t. insect. Spire. Inspire. Tact. InP-our.

We-en.

But the handsomest girl you'll ever see
Is the sensible girl who uses Rocky
Mountain Tea.
?. A. Shurtleff A Co. ; Orin Stevens.

Even in this work-a-day world some
people spend their days in idleness.

Foley's Honey and Tar is best for
:ronp and whooping cough, contains no
Careful
jpiatee, and cures quickly.
mothers keep it in the house.—F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.

Booklet fir··»

The Dog's Mistake

digests

happy husband. It adds
ι charm to beauty, it decorates the face
of the deformed, and makes a lovely
woman resemble an angel in Paradise."
dutiful eon,

a

—Cor.

Take Care of

Your Clothee.

order requires an
and energy and
it
but
repays one for the
patience,
trouble. When a dress is removed, the
first care should be to brush it thoroughly. The waist should be hung inside
out in a window in order to remove all
traces of perspiration. Finally it should
either be huug up in a closet on coat

keep clothee in
expenditure of time
To

glad we went.
excellent performance—and

charitable purpose.
Her Husband—Yes, indeed! We all
feel a thrill of satisfaction when we do
something for charity and get the worth
of our money at the same time.
A

es

more

seriously.

For

justed.

Suggestions for Mothers.
Never leave bottles containing

anything within the reach of tiny children.
Never nag at any time, especially in
the nursery.
Never let a child cry itself to sleep.
Learn the cause.
Never force a child to eat if its food is
distasteful to it.
Never let the little ones play with
domestic pets which are allowed to roam
about the streets.
Never fail to have all (he milk and all
the water consumed by the baby boiled.

It made a

:

"Why should the clown take
noney?" said tbe dog to blmself.

the

Mm Steaistiip Company.

A NIGHT ALARM.
Worse than an alarm of fire at night is
the brassy cougb of croup, which sounds
like the children's death knell and it
means death unless something is done
quickly. Foley's Honey and Tar never
fails to give instant relief and quickly
Mrs.
cures the worst forms of croup.
P. L. Cordier, of Mannington,
Ky.,
writes: "My three-year-old girl had a
severe case of croup; the doctor said she
could not live. I got a bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar, the first dose gave
quick relief and saved her life." Refuse substitutes. F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
Too Suave—"How mnch your little
boy resembles your husband!" said the
cunning politician. "I've always heard,"
she replied, "that people grow to look
are much with, but this
like those
is quite a remarkable case. We only

Freight

By No Means.—"Five dollars," said

the medium, "thanks. Now a spirit
wishes to speak to you: a female spirit;
would you like it materialized?" "Er—
can you tell who it is?" "Certainly! It
is your mother-in-law." "Lord, no.
Here's another five dollars. Don't!"
Let me say I have used Ely's Cream
Balm for catarrh and can thoroughly
recommend it for what it claims. Very
truly, (Rev.) H. W. Hathaway, Elizabeth, N. J.
I tried Ely's Cream Balm and to all
appearances am cured of catarrh. The
terrible headaches from which I-long
suffered are gone.—W. J. Hitchcock,
late Major U. S. Vol. and A. A. GenBuffalo, Ν. Y.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 cents
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren
Street, New York.
A Schoolboy's Composition. "Winter
is the coldest season of the year, because
it comes mostly in the winter. In some
countries winter comes in the summer,
then it isn't so worse. I wish winter
came in summer in Chicago, then we
could go skating barefooted and make
froze.

~.1) i»

our

»»

>ι·Ιμ einMlr wmrj boula of CASTOIIA.
• safe ad nri nudj foi laTuii aad cklldia,
m·

that it

la U« Ter Orar M Tun.
TkaKUta Im ilw^i

SUNSHÎNE~ÔF

glue manufacturer is

who succeeds
iticking to it.

desired.

in

not the only
business by

When the missionary gets among the
:annibals they look upon him as "a

{ood thing."

SPECIALTY.

Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
sough caused by an attack of the grippe,
It heals the lungs. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

For Price and Particulars address,

An angry woman can say some bitter

SIMON STAHL,

hings with

x.a

Why They

Are Poor.

pounds

is

when he

Kidney complaint kill· more people
than any other diseaM. This is due to
the disease being so insidious that it
gets a good bold on the system before it
is recognized.
Foley's Kidney Cure
will prevent the development of fatal
disease if taken in time. F. A. Shurtleff
& Co.

a

horsewhip.

Their ideas are larger than their purses.

They allow friends to impose upon tion, kidney or liver troubles, Holllater's
good nature and generosity.
Rocky Mountain Tea will make you
They try to do what others expect of well. F. A. Shurtleff * Co.; Orin
afford.
what
can
:hem, not
they
Btev—■
The parents are economical, but the
shiklran have extravagant ideas.
"You're wMtlng a lot of time and
They prefer to incur debt rather than money trying to capture that widow."
λ do work whioh they oonsider beneath
"Why? Don't you think ahe'U marry
;hem.
mef"
They think it will be time to begin to
"8ure, she told me the night she met
lave for a rainy day when the rainy day
you that she was going to."
their

are

agg*,

as

low

Worms .Convulsions,Feverish
ness and Lose or Sleep.

a*

Facsimile Signature of

Agent.

Franklin Whaif,

NEW VORK.

Me.

\ I b

Cromwell's Ironsides

were

Sepia

smokers,

and large numbers of pipes have been
dug up from the sites cf William lll.'s
The wars of the eighteenth
camps.
ceutury found tobacco esteemed in all
armies, and Wellington was the only
general who objected to it Even he
was moved to admiration by the un-

and Oil

a

specialty.

*oc*x<>o0oo<XfGOOi>«ao^

Ely's Cream Balm

0

Cream Balm is placed Into the noetrila, spreads
iver the mcrabrnno and is absorbed. Belief la immediate and α euro follow·. It la not drying—don
not produce «needing. Large Size, SO eeota at Drugjji.-t « or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 centa by malL
ELY BKOTUERS, M Warren Street, New York.

high-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

subscribe ι,,,.

Good Local

—

him in touch with the
doing» of hi· neighbor», tml all
item» of mtrrett to bimtelf mi

"f
irtve him tn# iiprrif»p
a-u.r
th*
other» in »π
'mi r
an«l
mrtli 'd»
which trr ω Inraiu^bl* ai l
the lare e«t | ·««
«fi urint;
profit· fro» the farm. wA

family.

ber cf hi·

to

^

High

Vo 34

to

South Pari·.

St

12,000

JL

Farm Hunters

We ux* our own m<>r.*-y to advert in· roar j»r*»j>«
ïrty. W# aelht^r»·.·., n;,\ *h<·; and kou-l* t«*,.

LLSTROUT FAR· IBEICY,
lOtTON
ISONm····*

the moon, being constantly lu opto the «un. would have descrllwd round It an ellipse similar te
that of the earth. The·· two bodies
would then constantly encreed each
other, and. as at this distance the i_ jon
could not tie eclipsed. Its light would
always ivplace that of the sun.—La-

W

N.V.
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«ill

D*vn?Ml C*b«I.
"Any ordinary hone on the street
might well feel insulted at being named
In the sauie class as a domestic ani-

«ill p.«t «η· evert week η *
,/
tot",·» «·'
Impor ant a«rn ultural
.h,,» JOU b
fhe ,Ut
make m<«·) fr«·» th· farm
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every
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Any person sending

us

the

money with the order can secure
the Democrat and Tribune Farm-

All Work Warranted.
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Supreme
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THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

South Paria, Maine.

JU'lklal Court

To tbe Hon. Ju-tl<*e of the Supreme Judicial
L'ourt nest to be ho Me η at Part·. In anil for the
1 bounty of Oxfonl, on the second Tuesday of
Marrh, A. D. IH05 Respectfully Represents, Fan
nie K. Rurnell of Oxfonl, In the County of
Jxfonl, that she wu lawfully married to John
R. Rurnell. formerly of Roeton, In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, on (he 19th day of Janand ha*
uary, A. D. 1WT, at Ronton aforesaid,
resided with him ae hi* wife In the State of
Maine, at Oxfonl, aforesaid. tlU about the
sleventh day of October. Α. I». 1900; that nh-t ha*
ilway· conducted herself ae a true and faithful
«rife towan! the said John II. Rurnell. but be
wholly nganiless of hi* marriage vow* and
luty, utterly deserted your eald libellant, with·
jut Justifiable came, on the aforesaid eleventh
[lltb) day of October, A. D. 1900, which said
utter desertion has continued for more ihan
ihree consecutive years next prior to the fling
)t this libel, since which time of desertion t-he
η as received no support winterer from him;
ind he has been guilty of cruel and abusive treatment; that the re idence of said John
R. Rurnell Is unknown to your libellant and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore she piavs that the bonds of mntrlmon? heretofore, and now existing, lietwcen her
ind her said husband, be dissolved. Tbuy have

Trout That Arc Not Treat.

Trj|)une

your

One Year For $1.75.

STATE OF MAINE

of

supply

want» forrmiBtv ne«» and i>ro*e

er

South Pari*, Maine.

artist might as well depict a devoted
crocodile fondling a lost child as a
faithful dromedary standing over the
wood
corpse of Its fallen master. Lock
Kipling touched the core of the matter
when he avowed that a man might a*
reasonably lavish hie affection on a
baggage wagon. In short, the camel la
an unredeemed boor, more brutish than
a mule, lees sensible of endearment
than even of extremes of temperature
Its virtues are of the
and weather.
body, Its great endurnnce compensating
fnr a mental and moral depravity that

admirably

yhe New-York

s.

n*

mal with that four legged Impassive
vehicle, the camel," write· a traveler.
"Fidelity in a camel does not exist. An

f"
J""family.

_

UR\HDATB OPTICIAN.

place.

keep

The Oxford Democrat.
South Peris, Me..

ind mot* answered our extensive nwpiyif
advertising last year.
Id Maine alone we aold 2X9 fanr.« during "'V!.
If yon want to Ml, write today for our fret
farm description bl ink-i
We require no payment in advance.

position

short

NEEDS

wbo is interested in tlie news of
1'aris aud Oxford County should

ERNEST M. M1LLETT,

sufficient to hare

nothing

Farmer

Farmer

Weekly Newspaper

first in opposition
to the Hun and In the plnne of the
elliptic at a distance from the earth
e<|ual to the one hundredth part of the
distance of the earth from the nun and
to have Impremied on the earth and
mom parallel velocities proportional to
their distances from the sun. In this

labeled

Up-to=Date

Wide=Awake

Storage
FOR

Every

Every

juickJy.

The Moo·'· Mission.

Ο

C8>0<Ma0OOOO<H»©©<0©^^

:leans ea, soothes and heals
the diseased ηκ':η'·Γ:::ιο.
It enret catarrh and drive·
iway a cold in the bead

Some partisans of final cause·» bare
Imagined tLuit the moon was given to
tli*.· earth to afTonl It light during the
night, hut lu this nine nature would
not hare attained tin· end proponed,
ni nee we arc often deprlvwl at the
same tluie of the light of both nun and
To have accomplished this eud
iiiojn.

be

-$1.75- !

In all ita staçca there
iboulj be cleanliaesa.

ard.

must

Ν I s

FOR ONE YEAR FOR

them," replied Blucher.—London Stand-

amazing."

I

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

CATARRH

—

CASTORIA

111 d

(

ΑΝΠ

Nasal

1 say of this brave man?" "Well, your
lilghlaiiders had no tobacco to inspire

j

The Oxford Democrat

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

fore he returned, ridlug with Wellington over the stricken Held. Where he
had left him Blucher found Henneman, wounded and bleeding, but wltb
the pipe ready according to orders.
"You have been admiring my highlanders." said Wellington, "but what shall

s

J

ATTENTION FARMERS!

L. M. TUFTS,

his charger gravely putting away. He
had reached out his bund to take a refilled pijje when a cannon ball plowed
He exup the ground before him.
claimed: "(Jet a fresh pipe for mel
I'm going to drive those rascally
I'Yeuchuien back!" It was evening l>e-

II

TMI ocirTAun mmmnt. ncw *o«« emr.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

conscious heroism of Blucher's pipe
Everywhere he
servant at Waterloo.
went Blucher was attended by Christian Ilenneman, α hussar, carrying
clay pipes and tobacco for tbe generul's refreshment. As his share of the
light began at Wuterloo, Bluclier sat

I

s

EXACT COPY Of WRAPPER

High G adc Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

niacher and HI· Pipe.

11 m il

Dus)

Jj

Mouldings »$,.

&

was pondering on bis
hard lot the clown came back with a
club and cracked him over the head.
The next day there was another dog
in the shoU\—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

Remedy forConstipa

A perfect

Mats, Mirrors.

laughed at him.
While tbe dog

*

Hon, Sour Stotnarh, Diarrhoea

and Pictures,

and buy bis pictures. They came
find took his pictures, but instead of
p:t.vlng for them left the show without
giving any money. The dog barked
at them, but his chain was so short he
could not bite them, and they simply
rouie

which
Oxford
the address t>elow The

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75

tor

you will please send to
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:
Send Democrat to.

Send Farmer

to.

Signed

NOTE.

N
children.
Dated at Pari*, Maine, this 19th day of Jan

The

Papers may be

sent to different

addresses if desired

ν

i

no

Dr. Theodore Gill of the Smithsonian
Institution in calling attention to the
misnaming of our native flsh by early
settlers instanced among others the
The pilgrims, finding In New
trout.
England streams a flsh that reminded
them of the trout of England, gave It
the same name, although Izaak Walton would have told them that It was
not a trout, but a char. In Maine landlocked suhuon and in certain lakes an-

iary, A. D. 1905.

FANNIE E. RURNELL.

STATE OF MAINE.
Jan 21, 18U5.
OXFORD, 88.

Then personally appeated tbe above named
Fannie Ε. Rurnell and made oath to the truth of
ihe foregoing libel for divorce bv her signed lu
my presence and especially to tlut part relating
a the residence of John R. Rurnell.
Before me,
JAMES S. WRIGHT,
Justice of tbe Peace.

QUAKER RANGE

State op Maine.

[skal.)

Oxroni>, es
Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation. J
January 25, A. D. 1905. j
Upon tiik Fobkooing Libkl, ordered,
Libellant
That tbe
give notice to tbe said John It.
spots.
Rurnell. Llbellee, to appear before the Justice
la not a trout at all.
>f our 8upreme Judicial Court, to be holden at
Pari·, within and for the County of Oxford, on
Ae second Tuesday of March, A. D. 19 5, by
Thaalc Yon.
inbllshlng an attested copy of sai l libel, and
"Thanks" Is η miserable expression his order thereon, three weeks successively In
he Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In
commonly used by persons who have Paria, In onr County of Oxford,
the tint pulinot had tbe advantages of good breed- < ation t» be SO days at least prl r to raid second
he
may tbere and
of March, 1905, that
Ing. Every favor received and civility Tuesday
hen in our aald Court appear and show caure,
said Libellant
of
the
shown deserves to be recognized, and l f any be bave, why
prayer
the smallest acknowledgment the re- 1 boufd not be granted.
HENRY C. PEABODY.
Justice of tbe Supreme Judicial Couit
clpient can make Is to say or write,
A true copy of libel aud order of court theiuon.
"Thank
The vulgarity of
yen."
Attest: CHARLES F. WHIVMAN,Clerk.
"Thanks" Is on a par with the postal
Wright ft Wheeler, Attorneys for Libellant.
curd correspondence.
Cotnrrr

of

j

The Tragedies ·( the at···.
Old Friend—Is your part very difficult to pluy ? Barnstormer—Well, rather! I'm living on one meal a day and
playing tl>e role of a man with the
font.—Detroit Free Press.

Ε. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
ί lac or Style at reaaonable price·.

I

1

Vlso Window & Door Frames.

▲ good action Is never lost It Is a /
treasure laid up and guarded for the
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inalde or !1
Pine Lum
( •utaide work, send In your orders
iloer'e need.—Calderon.
ι er and Shlngiea on band Cheap for Caab.
Legal Form.
Suitor—In suing for the hand of your
laughter I feel that I am unworthy of
I·

1er— Lawyer—Erough; we are agreed,
apt to reault in oon- < :omes.
ooogha
The most reliable preparation for rbe case must stop. Tour suit Is dlslumption if negleoted. They can bej They do not realise that one expensive
oon broken up by using Foley's Honej 1 labit may introduoe them to a whole kidney troahUs on the market la Foley's 1 nlaaedl
1 amily of extravagant habita.
Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff * Co.
mi Tar. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Winter

ALSO MALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

persons.

brave like papa
his thumb?"

try to be

$1.00

Picture Frames

the show, and I should have all the
money I make."
So be bit tbe clown on the leg and
sent him borne howling with pain.
Then the dog waited for people to

am

case

Radier—"Ye·, I really would like to
A Ustri'L Hint.—Castor oil or codliver oil will not taste so bad if the child know «bat your age ia," Mis· Pepprey.
Miaa Pepprey—"Well. why don't you
tint hold* s few drops of vinegar or
The spoon aak me?"
lemon juice in its mouth.
should also be dipped in vinegar or
Kadley—"Oh, you wouldn't tell me
lemon juice before the oil is put in. This the truth."
Miaa Pepprey—"Oh, yea. I would.'
will not spoil the effects of the oil.
Kadley- 'Weil, what ia it?"
Bananas κοκ Chili>bkx.—Although
Miaa Pepprey—"None of your buai
chilare
so
bananas
wholesome, many
mm!"
dren cannot eat them without suffering
if
SPRING.
as
are
THE
afterwards,
they
indigestible,
they are well mashed with a fork and
The Salve that curea without a acar ia
beaten to a cream, they will not harm DeWitt'a Witch Hazel
Salve.
Cut·,
the smallest child, and can be eaally Burns, Boil·, Bruiaea and Pile· diaapeaten with a spoon.
Many children pre- pear before the uae of thia aalve aa anow
fer It to jam between bread and butter. before the aunabioe of spring. Miaa Β.
Clothixg fob Chilpben.—No per- M. Middleton, Thebes, III., aays: "I was
fever sore that
sons require more careful clothing than aerioualy afflicted with a
painful. DeWitt's Witch
infants and young children, as their body wm very
surface is relatively large, and their heat- Uazel Salve cured me in leaa than a
Sold by P. A.
producing powers feeble. For this rea- week." Get the genuine.
son they require covering up as much as Shurtleff & Go.
possible with loose, light clothing, the
"Do you expect your aon to take the
under-garn\ents of wool. The unneces- full
college course?"
sary swathing of children in wraps and
"No. He's going in for football, cane
comforters is to be deprecated, as it renand perhaps baseders them tender and peculiarly suscep- rushing, golf, rowing
ball, but ne has made up his mind to cnt
tible to chills.
out hammer throwing."
Invaluable in the Nubsebt.—The
nursin
the
articles
four most necess-iry
DESEBVED POPULARITY.
ery are:—Boracic ointment, camphoTo cure
Constipation and Liver
rated oil, borax and glycerine and honey, troubles
by gently moving the bowels
and castor oil. Boracic ointment is for and
acting as a tonic te the liver, take
healing broken or reddened skin, and Little Early Risers. These Famous LitIf campho- tle Pills are mild,
should be liberally used.
pleasant and harmless,
rated oil is well rubbed into a child's but effective and sure. Their univeraai
back and chest at the beginning of a cold, use for many years is a strong guaranit will generally check it. Borax or gly· tee of their
popularity and usefulness.
cerine and honey is for cleaning the Sold
F. A. Shurtleff <& Co.
by
oil
Castor
mouth should thrush appear.
is invaluable for the bowels, especially
LIKE PAPA.

rubber parts soaked one hour in water
which contains twenty-five per cent, of
pure glycerine.
No Food Between Meals.—It is not
good to eat between meals, and parents
should take care that they do not let
their children fall into the habit, as it
Is one of the most frequent causes of illhealth in the young, and also in older

jjmmJemt

Portland,

Angers it would have Im*cu
tbey placed the moon at

When it snows in summer

I m perte ni to MMUm.

aad

always

rates

F. LISCOMB,

J.

they

snowballs without getting

AbcSmm*
ΛΛΛ m·

$1 00.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
\>rtland, and India Whatf, Boston,
laily except Sun lay, at 7 p. M.
>ther lines.

of

Jè>êt«fOUù-SàMUnJnaKR

REDUCED RATES.
itaerooin·,

Signature

NOT "NAHC OTIC.

Portland Division.

....

Bears the

Promotes DigestionjCheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral.

tte Tree "L F." Kafldas

vorllnn<l to Boston,

Always Bought

similating theFoodandBetfulaof
ting the Stoaachs andBowels

Dywepit, Beartkar·, Sick Headed*, and AU Fer*
•f Mjrîtliw and Mal^AsiMstlo· are Cared by

"I

The Kind You Have

"S?
a

AVfegetabte Preparationfor As-

—

:lieir board.

·*··.,'
-î
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THEY HOLD MANY PICTURES.

Cure that tickling in the throat is
gone. It acts in the throat—not the
stomach. Harmless—good for children.
A. L. Spofford, 'postmaster at Chester,
Mich., says: "Our little girl was unconscious from strangulation during a
sudden and terrible attack of croup.
Three doses of One Minute Cougb Cure
half an hour apart speedily cured her.
I cannot praise One Minute Cough Cure
may be pinned upon them which will too much for what it bas done in our
obviate the necessity of taking them
family." It always gives relief. Sold by
down and examining them every time F. A. Sburtleff Λ Co.
worn.

indigestion

îrj'jîi

Broadway."

elegant Cough

Once a week, at least, a woman should
examine all of her belongings which are
in constant use and make the needed
repairs; the half-worn binding on a
skirt, a sleeve that is ripped, or a missing hook or button will detract from
the tidiness and style of a costume aud
impart an air of neglect and carelessness
Gloves
to even the handsomest toilette.
and stockings will last twice as long if
mended with care; ehoes should be
straightened out when taken off, wiped
wrinkles
off with a dry cloth, the
sTootbed out, polished and put away;
worn
those which are not
every day
should be stuffed with paper.
For glove-mending, cotton is far preferable to silk as it does not glisten and
show so plainly; a very fine needle must
be used.
The stitches on silk vests and stockings
often slip and the thread runs in a disbe
astrous manner; the break should
taken up with a very fine crochet needle.
The secret of good dressing lies in the
caring for one's clothee, not a detail of
which should be neglected. The proper
putting on of one's garments means a
great deal ; somo people's clothes look as
if they were pitched on rather than ad-

liver,

For Infants and Children.

very funny looking
Far AH TraoMes and biliousness and all
fr·· ·
'el low of the dog, and everybody went I
ailments arising from
Tbey sold
:o tbe cireua to see him.
disordered stomach
and wben
and bowels. It surely
nany pictures of themselves,
Mr. and Mrs.
be people put tbe money on tbe stage1 haa no equal for us."
1
be clown would pick it up and keep
Me.
Wills,
H.
Farmington,
John
t to buy food for them both and pay
'Γ8.

She—"I'd be perfectly happy here in
the country if there was only a theatre
or something to go to in the evening."
"I agree with you, Ethel. What we

dresses, folding is best, as they do not
become dragged out of shape as is likely
to be the case when they are hung.
If,
however, this is not possible, they should
he hung up and then encased in a bag of
muslin or calico which excludes the
dust; each one should be hung on a
separate hook—the best are those used
to hang gentlemen's coats on; labels

thoy are

torpid

fifty Yean—

trying

or

them

tmeared

AWAY.
Mr. W. W. Baker, of Plalnview, Neb.,
writes: "My wife had lung trouble for
We tried a number
over fifteen years.
of dootors and spent over a thousand
dollars without any relief. She was very
low and I lost all hope, when a friend
Foley's Honey and Tar,
suggested
which I did; and thanks be to this
it
saved her life. She is
great remedy,
stronger and enjoys better health than
she has ever known in teu years. We
shall never be without Foley's Honey
and Tar and would ask those afflicted to
try it" F. A. Sburtleff & Co.

adopted the dear little fellow last week."
folded carefully and laid away
in a long drawer. Skirts should never THAT TICKLING IN THE THROAT.
be hung wrong side out as nothing mussOne minute after taking One Minute

booke

whom be

THOUSAND DOLLARS THROWN

want is a farm on

CUSTOM*

"It is with pleasure that I can give
the True 'L F.'
you my testimonial for
For forty years It
Atwood's Bitters.
has been our family
medicine for headache,

A clown bad a bulldog
a lot of paste and then covfr«l bim froiu bead to feet wltb feathover

It was an
for each a

After the Wake. Mrs. Cassidy—'Twas
They do not keep aocount of their very natural he looked.
Mr·. Casey—Aye! shure he looked fur
uxpenditures.
They reverse the maxim: "Duty be- all the wurld loike a loive man layin'
there dead.
Mothers can safely give Foley's Honey fore pleasure."
They have too many and too expenind Tar to their children for coughs and
live
amusements.
It makM no difference how many
solde, for it contains no opiates or other
They do not think it worth while to medicines have failed to cure you, If you
poisons. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
lave pence and expeasas.
are troubled with headache, constipaThe

jne

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
quantity

you. If your stomach is weak or diseased take Kodol Dyspepsia Care. It
what yon eat and fives the stomach a rest, enabling it to récupérâtf,
take on new life and grow strong again.

She— I'm

Tta Tm "L F." MmidM

Απ Λ0*mal Story For
Utilt ΡοΙΗ»

during teething.
"My goodness gracious mercy sakes!"
"Willie! Willie!
Wobth Remembebing.—Baby sleeps his mother exclaimed.
on earth are you saying? 0, Ο, O,
What
left.
on
the
than
side
on
the
right
other ealmonld flsh were also called
Some women take their husbands' longer
It is well to remember this when laving 0! You have broken my heart! 0,1
In the south the name trout
heads off, but Bluebeard turned the him down
trout.
never dreamed that my little boy could
the
for
finally
night.
tables.
black bass. In California
say such awful things! O, dear, dMr, was given- to
To Pbevent "Thbush."—Artificially dear, dear!"
a peculiar flsh was named trout, apparin
an
There's a pretty girl
Alpine hat, fed children should have their bottles
"Well, blame it, didn't you tell me not ently for no other reason than its posA sweeter girl with a sailor brim.
boiled every day, and the tubes and other to
Tbe Gila river trout
cry any more when I hurt myself and session of

by

by all drmggtita MtU., WcU. tad fl.OO.

If their husband*

Beautiful eyes and handsome face are
commendations. Bright eves
»re windows to a woman's heart.
HolI inter's Rocky
Mountain
Tea makes
bright eyes. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets.
Ψ. A. Shurtleff A Co. ; Orin Stevens.

PR. J. P. TRUE Λ CO., Au bar·, JHe.

In any

1· Short.

eloquent

DR. TRUE S ELIXIR

M4

Oar

tact
No. 430.—Pronouns :
He-artr.

Gentlemen:—1 bave known your Klizir

Cured

When

tria'·
of 54 inch Pine ; Short ladies should avoid much
mln# on their skirts, says a fashion
Also four foot White Birch ! writer. Yes. and su should long ladies

Same to t>e delivered at

I ney's

uu snow.

amount

and hard wood bolts.

tiidc to set

on

1. A i»oem by Whittler
2. A bullous plant bearing white
flowers.
3. A light frame for the foot, used in

All kinds of soft wood lumber and 1

BANNER LYE

Full Direction·

No. 440.—A Saowttor·.

traveling

WANTED !

Easy and Quickt

To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can cf Bain. r lyt in cofal
water, mc!t 5 ^ lbs. of grease, pourth·
Lye water in the grease. Stir and pot

Variety Store Co., AgeaU,
Norway, Maine.

md have no resources.
If they are ill, they know they shall
lever get well; if they are well, they ex·
pect soon to be ill. Their daily work is
jitber drudgery, which they hate, or so
lifficult and complex that they cannot
In contrast to these, we
execute it.
sometimes meet with men and women so
habitually bright and cheery that their
rery presence is a positive pleasure,
rbey discover the favorable side of the
ireather, of their business, of home surroundings, of social relations; even of
political affairs. They will tell you of
ill the pleasant things that happen, and
give voice to all the joy they feel. Of
;ourse they are annoyed and worried by
petty troubles just as any one else is,
out .the very effort they make to pass
them over silently, diminishes their unpleasant effect upon themselves, and prevents the influerce from extending. Try
the effect of smiling at your worries and
see how quickly they vanish into thin
tir as it were. For there is certainly
nothing in the world so pleasant to look
»t and one which so quickly puts cheer
into the heart as a smiling face. As bas
been said : "Who can tell the value of a
smile? It costs the giver nothing, but is
beyond price to the erring and relenting,
the sad and cheerless, the lost and forsaken. It diearme
malice, subdues
temper, turns hatred into love, revenge
into kindness, and paves the darkest
paths with gems of sunlight. A smile
on the brow betrays a kind heart, a
pleasant friend, an affectionate brother,
ι

ο υ υ ο

|

J. WALDO

Ν. H.

tent on

Ο Ο

a~za.

SoM

Supplies.

Catalog jet

Trip.

Xo. 444.—Λ

$1 00 Su· hoidlne 2S Uroas the trial
which Mil· for 50c.
bf LO. OeWITT ft CO., OHIOACKX i

BotUM«iy.

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

-

4-13.—Palindrome·.

Xo.

Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every :
From a city in Egypt to a city lu
one hundred people who have heart trouble
then to a city In Arabia and
Italy:
I
was
simple Indigescan remember when it
to a city in Italy.
back
of
that
all
cases
fact
Hon. It is a scientific
The last two letters of each name
heart disease, not organic, are not only !
letters of the next
traceable to. but are the direct result of Indi- foim the first two
gestion. All food taken into the stomach name.
which falls of perfect digestion ferments and |
\o. 443.—Λ Po«ui.
swells the stomach, puffing it up against the
1
heart. This Interferes with the action o!
that
;
the heart and in the course of time
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr D KssWs.e( Nevada. 0..aqrs: 1 had stomach
troubw and «es I» · bed sMe es 1 had heart trouble
wfth It I took Kodo: Dyspeptfa Cur· fcr about (our
■Srths and It cvirad m·.
Kodol Digests What Yon Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervous :
strain and the heart of all pressure.

I Prepare*

Berlin,

liant.

\o. 442.—Word

Weak
W. H. Winchester, Hearts
FOR

GIVE YOUR STOMACH A REST. I
Your food must be properly digested |
Mid assimilated to be of aay value to

Don't Worry.
It la all habit—a habit jou allow Kodol cores soar stomach, gas, bloating,
ironraelf to grow into, to the detriment heart palpitation, and all digestive disI >f your own happineee; bot more eape- orders. L. A. Soper, of Little Rock,
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testimony of one man cared.

close out odd patterns and clean

Corner Main and Danforth

JofTMpoodeaoe oa topic· of laftaioat tothe Udl·
teaooclled. Addre··: editor Houunv
Coujiik, Oxford Democrat. Parte. Mala»-

Doan's Kidney Pills Brought Strength
and Health to the Sufferer, Making Him Feel Twenty-Five
Yean Younger.
Sick kidneys cause a weak, lame or
aching back, and a weak back makes
Can't be well and strong
a weak man.
until the kidneys are cured. Treat them
Here'· the
with Doan's Kidney Pills.
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QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts.
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